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How to use this guide
Overview
This guide has 6 sections.
Section 1 deals with the hyphenation, setting solid and spacing of words (and some phrases).
Section 2 deals with the use of italics for foreign words and phrases.
Section 3 deals with the spelling of words with alternative spellings.
Section 4 deals with abbreviations and contractions.
Section 5 deals with symbols.
Section 6 deals with measurement.
How entries are arranged
Entries in each section (except sections 5 and 6) are listed in alphabetical order arranged on a letter-by-letter basis.
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

This section sets out words (and some phrases) that appear in ACT
legislation (current or repealed). For this section, phrases are treated
in the same way as words.

Maquarie Dictionary, but appears in the Australian Oxford
Dictionary on page 50.
If a word that appears in the Macquarie Dictionary is spelt
differently in the Australian Oxford Dictionary, this is indicated
after the word. For example, ‘(M 28) (but O 26)’ after ‘airbag’
indicates that ‘airbag’ appears in the Macquarie Dictionary on page
28 and in the Australian Oxford Dictionary on page 26, and that the
word is spelt differently in the Australian Oxford Dictionary. In
cases of inconsistency between the dictionaries, the Macquarie
Dictionary should always be followed.

The spelling in this section is followed in draft legislation and
republications. For words that are not in this section but are in the
latest edition of the Macquarie Dictionary (the 5th edition), the
spelling given in the Macquarie Dictionary (as the commonest
spelling) is followed. For words that are not in the Macquarie
Dictionary, the spelling given in the Australian Oxford Dictionary
(the 3rd edition) is followed. For this purpose spelling includes
hyphenation and writing words spaced or set solid (see the
explanation on pages xix and xxiv of the Macquarie Dictionary).

Most entries also indicate whether the word is used as an adjective,
adverb, noun, pronoun, verb or phrase. This information can be
important because some words are spelt differently as, for example,
a noun and a verb. For example, ‘clean up’ is spelt with a hyphen as
a noun and without a hyphen as a verb.

One column in this section contains hyphenated words, another
contains non-hyphenated words set solid (that is, given as a single
word without spaces), and the final column contains non-hyphenated
words that are spaced (that is, given as 2 or more words with spaces
between the words).

Not all words appear in the latest edition of the Macquarie
Dictionary or in the Australian Oxford Dictionary.

If the word appears in the latest edition of the Macquarie Dictionary
(or in the Australian Oxford Dictionary), this is indicated after the
word. The page where it appears is also given. For example,‘(M 4)’
after ‘abovementioned’ indicates that ‘abovementioned’ appears in
the Macquarie Dictionary on page 4. Similarly, ‘(O 50)’ after
‘antenuptial’ indicates that ‘antenuptial’ does not appear in the

An office practice has been established for these words. Wherever
possible, a decision has been made in accordance with the Style
Manual (6th ed), chapter 6 (Spelling and word punctuation).
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Italicising foreign words and phrases

This section sets out foreign words and phrases (or words and
phrases of recent foreign origin). Foreign words and phrases should
be avoided in draft legislation. See Words and Phrases for more
information.

3

Office practice is not to italicise foreign words and phrases that are
in the latest edition of the Macquarie Dictionary. Other foreign
words and phrases are italicised.
Accordingly, you may prefer to go directly to the Macquarie
Dictionary rather than use this section.

Spelling of words with alternative spellings

This section sets out words with alternative spellings that appear in
ACT legislation.
If a word has alternative spellings, the Macquarie Dictionary usually
indicates the commonest spelling of the word (see explanations on
pages xviii, xix and xxiv of the Macquarie Dictionary). Office
practice is always to follow the commonest spelling of a word given
in the Macquarie Dictionary.
The Macquarie Dictionary treats some words as having equally
preferred spellings. This section gives the spelling of these words
that is (and is not) to be followed.
The section also gives the page(s) of the Macquarie Dictionary or
the Australian Oxford Dictionary where the word appears.

iv
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Abbreviations and contractions
and schedules and, in appropriate cases, inside brackets. Use a
provision abbreviation as the first word of a sentence cautiously. For
example, a sentence in a note should start with ‘Section 40’ rather
than ‘S 40’, which looks awkward. But a sentence in a note may
start with ‘Ch 10’ or ‘Div 10’.
Abbreviations of legislation units are always in lower-case unless
they begin a sentence (or equivalent).
Some of the abbreviations in this section are not consistent with the
Macquarie Dictionary. Office practice is not to use full stops for
some common abbreviations. (The general practice of the Macquarie
Dictionary is not to use full stops in abbreviations with capital letters
but to use them for abbreviations with lower-case letters.)

This section lists some abbreviations and contractions used in ACT
legislation.
An abbreviation is a shortened form of a word (or words) that
consists of only the initial letter, or the initial letter and other letters,
but NOT the final letter (eg s for section). A contraction is a
shortened form of a word (or words) that consists of at least the first
and last letters of the word (eg Pty for Proprietary).
The abbreviations and contractions in this section are followed in
ACT legislation.
In legislation, eg and ie are only used in notes and, in appropriate
cases, inside brackets. Abbreviations of legislation units are used in
notes, provision headings, chapters, parts, divisions, subdivisions

Words and Phrases deals with the usage of some abbreviations (for
example, eg, etc and ie).
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Symbols
A listed symbol should generally be used instead of the equivalent
word (or words). For additional information about the use of
symbols, see the Commonwealth Style Manual (6th ed) pp 178–186.

This section lists only selected symbols.

6

Measurement
exception, the rules about measurement in the Commonwealth Style
Manual (6th ed) are followed. The names and symbols of legal units
of measurement are set out in the National Measurement
Regulations 1999 (Cwlth).

Office practice is to use the appropriate symbol when referring to a
physical quantity. If the symbol is not well known or likely to be
confused, an appropriate note is included in non-technical contexts.
Symbols are not separated from the numerical value of the relevant
physical quantity by a space (eg 10gm not 10 gm). With this
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

A

A

A

able-bodied (M 4) (adj)
above-ground (adj)
above-ground pool (M 5) (noun)
ACT-based (adj)
add-on (M 18) (adj/noun)
air-assisted (adj)
air-conditioning (adj)
air-cushioned vehicle (M 35) (noun)
air-distributing (adj)
air-filtration (noun)
air-handling (adj)
air-handling system (noun)
air-operated (adj)
air-powered (adj)
air-pressure (adj)
all-day (O 33) (adj)
all-in-one (M 43) (noun)
anchor-type (adj)
animal-drawn vehicle (noun)
anti-discrimination (M 67) (adj)
anti-hail rocket (noun)
anti-lock (O 53) (adj)

abovementioned (M 5) (adj)
abovenamed (adj)
accesshole (noun)
airbag (M 34) (but O 28) (noun)
airborne (M 34) (adj)
airgun (M 35) (noun)
airlock (M 35) (noun)
airspace (M 36) (noun)
airtight (M 36) (adj)
airway (M 36) (noun)
alphanumeric (M 46) (adj)
alphanumerically (M 46) (adv)
antedate (M 65) (verb)
antenatal (M 65) (adj/noun)
antenuptial (O 51) (adj)
anticlockwise (M 67) (adv/adj)
antipersonnel (M 68) (but O 53) (adj)
antiscorbutic (M 69) (adj)
antisocial (M 89) (adj)
anybody (M 70) (pronoun/noun)
anymore (M 70) (but O 55) (adv)
anyone (M 70) (pronoun/noun)

abrasive belt (noun)
access platform (noun)
account book (noun)
account holder (noun)
account number (noun)
activity statement (noun)
adjustable lighter (noun)
adoptive brother (noun)
adoptive sister (noun)
aerial shell (noun)
aerial spinner (noun)
aged care (noun/adj)
agricultural seed (noun)
airbag inflator (noun)
airbag module (noun)
air brake (M 34) (noun)
air brake pressure test (noun)
air brake reservoir (noun)
air brake supply (noun)
air compressor (noun)
air conditioner (M 34) (but O 28) (noun)
air conditioning (M 34) (but O 28) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
1

O = Aust Oxford Dictionary ( 3rd ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

A

A

A

anti-lock braking system (noun)
anti-microbial agent (noun)
anti-mildew (adj)
anti-skid device (noun)
anti-theft alarm (noun)
anti-theft device (noun)
asbestos-related (adj)
Attorney-General (M 98) (noun)
auditor-general (M 99) (noun)
aunt-in-law (noun)
Australian-based (adj)
Australian-registered (adj)
authority-holder (noun)

anything (M 70) (pronoun/noun
adv/phrase)
anywhere (M 70) (adj)
armband (M 83) (noun)
armguard (M 83) (noun)
ashpan (O 72) (noun)
ashtray (M 89) (noun)
audiotape (O 80) (noun)
audiovisual (M 99) (adj)
autoclave (M 106) (noun)

air filter (O 26) (noun)
air filtration plant (noun)
airgun pellet (noun/adv)
airgun shooting gallery (noun)
air inlet (noun)
air pipe (noun)
air pistol (noun)
air pressure (M 35) (noun)
air rifle (M 35) (noun)
air storage tank (noun)
air supply (noun)
air system (noun)
aluminium foil (M 48) (noun)
ambulance fund (noun)
ambulance levy (noun)
ambulance services (noun)
amino acid (M 51) (noun)
amino acid sequence (noun)
ammonium nitrate store (noun)
amusement centre (noun)
amusement machine (noun)
amusement park (M 54) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
2

O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

A

A

A
anchor bolt (noun)
angle iron (adj)
angle iron (M 60) (noun)
any time (O 70) (phrase)
archery club (noun)
arms fair (noun)
articulated bus (noun)
articulated mobile crane (noun)
articulated truck (M 86) (noun)
articulated vehicle (noun)
artificial ventilation (noun)
artists paint (noun)
asbestos cement sheeting (noun)
asbestos fibre (noun)
asbestos sheeting (noun)
assistance animal (noun)
assistant commissioner (noun)
associate commissioner (noun)
audio cassette (O 80) (noun)
audio link (noun)
audio recording (noun)
audiovisual link (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
3

O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

A

A

A
Australian driver licence (noun)
authorised deposit-taking institution
(noun)
automatic mechanical drainage (noun)
automatic teller machine (M 107) (noun)
automatic transmission (M 107) (noun)
axle group (noun)
axle group load (noun)
axle group suspension system (noun)
axle load (noun)
axle load measurement (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
4

O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

B

B

B

back-end (M 115) (adj)
back-end loader (noun)
balloon-blowing kit (noun)
bar-room (noun)
battery-operated (adj)
B-double (M 142) (noun)
bench-mounted rifle (noun)
best-known (adj)
best-practice (adj)
best-selling (M 157) (adj)
blood-borne (O 136) (adj)
blow-down pipe connection (noun)
blow-down valve (noun)
bold-faced (M 189) (but O 142) (adj)
bone-dust (noun)
boom-elevating (adj)
boom-type elevating work platform
(noun)
break-in (M 210) (noun)
breech-loading (M 211) (adj)
breech-loading pistol (noun)
brine-tub (noun)

babysit (M 114) (verb)
babysitter (M 114) (noun)
babysitting (M 114) (verb)
babysitting (adj)
backdate (M 115) (verb)
backfill (M 116) (noun/verb)
backflow (noun)
backhoe (M 116) (noun)
backstay (M 116) (noun)
backup (M 117) (noun/adj)
bakehouse (M 121) (noun)
bandbrake (M 126) (noun)
bankbook (M 127) (but O 98) (noun)
banknote (M 128) (noun)
barbecue (M 129) (noun)
bathrobe (M 138) (noun)
bathtub (M 139) (noun)
beanbag (M 143) (noun)
bedbase (noun)
bedsheet (M 147) (noun)
beehive (M 147) (noun)
biodiversity (M 165) (noun)

baby pilchers (noun)
backflow prevention device (noun)
back guard (noun)
back pay (M 116) (noun)
balance sheet (M 121) (noun)
ballot box (M 124) (noun)
ballot document (noun)
ballot paper (M 124) (noun)
bar code (M 130) (but O 101) (noun)
bar code reader (M 130) (noun)
bar soap (noun)
basal cell carcinoma (M 135) (noun)
basic health benefits (noun)
basic private table (noun)
basket hanger (noun)
batch testing (verb)
battery backup (noun)
battery compartment (noun)
beach umbrella (noun)
beanbag cover (noun)
beanbag filling (noun)
beanbag kit (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
5

O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

B

B

B

broken-down (M 217) (adj)
brother-in-law (M 219) (noun)
brush-cleansed (adj)
budget-funded (adj)
build-up (M 226) (noun)
built-in (M 226) (adj)
built-up area (M 226) (noun)
buoy-rope (noun)
bushfire-prone (adj)
by-law (M 240) (noun)
by-product (M 240) (noun)

blowgun (M 181) (noun)
boilermaker (M 189) (noun)
bonbon (M 191) (but O 144) (noun)
bookkeeper (M 194) (noun)
bookmaker (M 194) (noun)
borehole (M 197) (noun)
breakaway (M 210) (noun/adj)
breakdown (M 210) (noun)
breakwater (M 210) (noun)
breastfeed (M 211) (verb)
breastfeeding (M 211) (verb/noun/adj)
bricklayer (M 213) (noun)
bricklaying (M 213) (noun)
brickwork (M 213) (noun)
briefcase (M 214) (noun)
broodbox (noun)
bulkhead (M 226) (noun)
bulldozer (M 227) (noun)
bushfire (M 235) (noun)
bushhouse (M 235) (but O 173) (noun)
bushwalking (M 236) (noun)
buyback (M 239) (but O 176) (noun)

belt hanger (noun)
bench bottle (noun)
besser block (M 156) (noun)
best practice (M 157) (noun)
betting house (noun)
bicycle rack (noun)
bicycle rack numberplate (noun)
binding patch (noun)
bird net (noun)
birth certificate (M 168) (noun)
black belt (M 171) (noun)
black box (M 171) (noun)
black powder (noun)
blank ammunition (noun)
blank cartridge (M 175) (noun)
blank fire firearm (noun)
blank fire pistol (noun)
blast hole (noun)
blasting equipment (noun)
blasting explosive (noun)
blasting permit (noun)
blasting powder (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
6

O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

B

B

B
blasting shelter (noun)
block form (adj)
blood alcohol concentration (M 179)
(noun)
blood testing (verb)
boarding house (M 185) (noun)
boatswain’s chair (M 186) (noun)
body armour (O 141) (noun)
body belt (noun)
body panel (noun)
boiler attendant (noun)
boiler house (noun)
boiler setting (noun)
bonbon cracker (noun)
bonnet securing device (noun)
book form (adj)
boom crane (noun)
boot lid (noun)
bow tie (M 202) (noun)
boxer shorts (M 203) (noun)
brake backing plate (noun)
brake band (M 206) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
7

O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

B

B

B
brake control (noun)
brake drum (M 206) (noun)
brake hose (noun)
brake lining (M 206) (noun)
brake supply line hose (noun)
brake tube (noun)
braking system (noun)
branch line (M 207) (noun)
brand name (O 207) (noun)
breakaway brake (noun)
break down (M 210) (verb)
breakdown vehicle (noun)
break in (M 210) (verb)
breath testing (verb)
bridge beam (noun)
bridge crane (noun)
build in (O 167) (verb)
building line (M 226) (noun)
bullet recovery box (noun)
bullet stop (noun)
bulling charge (noun)
bumper bar (M 229) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
8

O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

B

B

B
bund wall (noun)
bunk bed (O 170) (noun)
buoyancy vest (noun)
burn off (M 232) (but O 172) (verb)
bush fire brigade (M 235) (but O 173)
(noun)
bus shelter (M 237) (noun)
butt plate (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
9

O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

C

C

C

cableway (M 243) (noun)
cannot (M 255) (verb)
cardholder (M 263) (noun)
caregiver (M 264) (noun)
carparking (adj)
carport (M 267) (noun)
carriageway (M 267) (noun)
carrycot (M 268) (noun)
carspace (noun)
cartwheel (M 269) (noun/verb)
cashbook (M 220) (but O 198) (noun)
catwalk (M 277) (noun)
chaffcutter (M 286) (but O 211) (noun)
cheesecloth (M 296) (noun)
childcare worker (M 300) (noun)
childminding (M 301) (noun)
childminding (adj)
chimneystack (M 302) (but O 223) (noun)
clubhouse (M 228) (noun)
coastguard (M 331) (noun)
cockfighting (M 333) (noun/verb)

cabin floor pan (noun)
cabin light (noun)
cage induction motor (noun)
camping area (noun)
camping ground (M 252) (noun)
cantilever crane (noun)
cantilevered crane-loading platforms
(noun)
cantilevered materials hoist (noun)
cantilever hoist (noun)
capital letter (noun)
capped fuse (noun)
captive bolt gun (noun)
carbon paper (M 262) (noun)
car carrier (noun)
cardiac resuscitation (noun)
card shoe (noun)
car park (M 266) (noun)
car radio (noun)
carrying section (noun)
car sound equipment (noun)

called-in (adj)
call-in (noun)
call-over (M 249) (noun)
camera-detected (adj)
camera-detected offence (noun)
camera-ready copy (M 251) (noun)
cargo-handling crane (noun)
car-type (adj)
car-type body (noun)
cast-iron (M 272) (adj)
cat-o’-nine-tails (M 273) (noun)
centre-fire (M 282) (but O 208) (adj)
centre-line (M 282) (but O 208) (noun)
chain-fused (adj)
child-bearing (M 300) (but O 222)
(adj/noun)
child-related (adj)
child-resistant (adj)
child-resistant slide fastener (noun)
child-test panel (noun)
chlorate-based (adj)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
10

O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

C

C

C

coefficient (M 335) (noun/adj)
coextensive (M 335) (adj)
cogwheel (M 336) (noun)
coheir (M 336) (noun)
coinsurance (M 337) (noun)
coinsurer (M 337) (noun)
commonsense (M 348) (but O 261)
(noun/adj)
contraindicate (M 372) (verb)
cooperate (M 377) (verb)
cooperation (M 377) (noun)
coopt (M 327) (but O 288) (verb)
coordinate (M 377) (adj/noun/verb/adv)
copartner (M 377) (noun)
cosignatory (M 385) (but O 295)
(adj/noun)
counterbalance (M 389) (noun/verb)
countercharge (M 389) (noun/verb)
counterclaim (M 389) (but O 299)
(noun/verb)
counteroffer (M 390) (noun)
counterpart (M 389) (noun)

car stereo (noun)
cartridge case (M 269) (noun)
cash flow (M 270) (noun)
cast iron (M 272) (noun)
cast primer (noun)
cast steel (noun)
cathodic protection (O 203) (noun)
cathodic protection anode (noun)
cathodic protection installation (noun)
cattle shed (noun)
cattle trespass (M 277) (noun)
catwalk surveillance system (noun)
cause book (noun)
ceiling rose (noun)
cellulose acetate (M 280) (noun)
centralised monitoring system (noun)
central mixing point (noun)
central tyre inflation system (noun)
ceramic tile (noun)
certificate of suitability (noun)
cervical cancer (noun)

cigarette-holder (M 313) (noun)
circuit-breaker (M 314) (noun)
citrate-soluble (adj)
clean-up (adj)
clean-up (M 321) (noun)
clear-cut (M 322) (adj)
clip-on (O 241) (adj)
closed-circuit television (M 327) (noun)
closed-in (O 242) (adj)
close-down (M 327) (noun)
close-fitting (O 242) (adj)
close-hauled (M 327) (adj)
close-jointed (adj)
co-contractor (noun)
co-debtor (noun)
cold-water (adj)
co-lesse (noun)
colour-coded (M 342) (adj)
colour-matched (adj)
commander-in-chief (M 346) (noun)
commission-based (adj)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
11

O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

C

C

C

countersignature (M 390) (but O 299)
(noun)
countersink (M 390) (verb)
courtroom (M 392) (noun)
coworker (M 395) (but O 303) (noun)
crankcase (M 397) (noun)
crankcase emission (noun)
crossbar (M 406) (noun)
crossbow (M 406) (noun)
crossbred (M 406) (noun)
crossbreed (M 406) (but O 314)
(verb/noun)
crosscut (M 406) (but O 314)
(adj/noun/verb)
crossover (M 407) (noun/adj)
crosspollinate (M 407) (but O 314) (verb)
crosspollination (M 407) (but O 314)
(noun)
cubbyhouse (M 412) (but O 318) (noun)
cutthroat (M 412) (noun)
cycleway (M 422) (noun)

cervical cytology register (noun)
cervical smear (M 285) (noun)
cervical tissue (noun)
chain block (noun)
chain guard (noun)
chain guide (noun)
chain of command (noun)
change room (noun)
change shed (noun)
chargé d’affaires (M 292) (noun)
charging crane (noun)
chat room (M 294) (noun)
check list (M 295) (but O 218) (noun)
check valve (M 296) (noun)
cheese spread (noun)
chemical closet (noun)
chemical toilet (noun)
child care (M 300) (noun)
child care centre (M 300) (noun)
child protection (noun)
child resistance (noun)

commission-initiated (adj)
commonly-used (adj)
community-based (adj)
co-mortgaged (noun)
co-mortgagee (noun)
competency-based (adj)
computer-readable (adj)
cooling-off period (M 376) (noun)
co-operative (M 377) (adj/noun)
co-own (O 288) (verb)
co-owner (O 288) (noun)
co-plaintiff (noun)
copper-fastened (adj)
co-proprietor (noun)
co-residuary devisee (noun)
cost-effective (M 386) (adj)
co-surety (noun)
court-appointed (adj)
court-martial (M 392) (verb)
court-ordered (adj)
crane-loading (adj)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
12

O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

C

C

C

crane-weighter (noun)
crew-cab (noun)
crime-free (adj)
crime-free period (noun)
cross-action (M 406) (noun)
cross-appeal (noun)
cross-application (noun)
cross-border (O 313) (adj)
cross-boundary (adj)
cross-claim (M 406) (noun)
crossed-over (adj)
crossed-over position (noun)
cross-examination (M 406) (noun)
cross-examine (M 406) (verb)
cross-interrogatories (noun)
cross-proceeding (noun)
cross-refer (M 407) (verb)
cross-reference (M 407) (noun)
cross-section (M 407) (noun)
cross-sectional (M 407) (adj)
cross-ventilation (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

child restraint (M 301) (noun)
child restraint anchorage (noun)
Chinese firecracker (noun)
chip stock (noun)
cigar box (noun)
cigarette lighter (noun)
circuit tester (noun)
circular saw (M 314) (noun)
citizenship certificate (noun)
classification code (noun)
class label (noun)
clay target (noun)
cleaning cloth (noun)
clean up (M 321) (verb)
clearance light (noun)
closed circuit (M 327) (but O 242) (noun)
closed-cup flashpoint (noun)
close down (M 326) (verb)
close off (verb)
closet pan (noun)
clothes dryer (M 327) (noun)

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
13

O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)

1

Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

C

C

C

cross-vesting (adj/noun)
cross-vesting law (noun)
cut-in (O 324) (adj/noun)
cut-off (M 420) (noun/adj)
cut-out (O 325) (adj/noun)

adj = adjective

clotted cream (M 327) (noun)
coated abrasive belt (noun)
coin operated card game (noun)
coir mat (noun)
cold store (M 338) (noun)
collection point (noun)
collective hazard division (noun)
combustible material (noun)
combustion chamber (M 384) (noun)
commercial fundraiser (noun)
commercial traveller (M 347) (noun)
compact disc (M 350) (noun)
compact disc reader (noun)
compact disc rewriter (noun)
compact disc writer (noun)
compatibility group (noun)
competitive neutrality (phrase)
competitive neutrality principles (phrase)
compliance plate (M 353) (noun)
compressed air (M 354) (noun)
compressed air line (noun)

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

C

C

C
compression ignition engine (noun)
compression whistle (noun)
computer hardware (noun)
computer software (noun)
concrete placing boom (noun)
connection point (noun)
consul general (M 368) (noun)
consumer fireworks (noun)
continuous welding (noun)
control device (noun)
control gear (noun)
controlled access bus (noun)
controlled stimulation emission (noun)
control panel (O 284) (noun)
control point (noun)
control valve (noun)
converter dolly (noun)
cooling tower (M 376) (noun)
corned beef (M 381) (noun)
cotton wool (M 387) (noun)
counting house (M 390) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

C

C

C
counting room (M 390) (noun)
coupling pivot point (noun)
court martial (M 392) (noun)
cover note (M 393) (noun)
cover plate (noun)
cow yard (noun)
craft workshop (noun)
crane chaser (M 397) (noun)
credit card (M 400) (noun)
cross apply (verb)
crushed material mix (noun)
crushed snowflake (noun)
crushed tile (noun)
crushed western red (noun)
crushed white quartz (noun)
crystallised fruit (noun)
cultured cream (noun)
cuprammonium rayon (noun)
curtain-making kit (noun)
cushion cover (noun)
cut in (M 420) (verb)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

C

C

C
cut off (M 420) (verb)
cut out (M 420) (verb)
cutting head (noun)
cy pres (M 423) (adj)
cytological examination (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

D

D

D

damp-proof (M 428) (adj/verb)
daughter-in-law (M 432) (noun)
day-to-day (M 434) (adj)
dead-centre (M 435) (but O 335) (adj/adv)
debenture-holder (noun)
debt-attachment book (noun)
decimally-numbered (adj)
decision-maker (noun)
decision-making (adj/noun)
decision-making process (noun)
deck-line (noun)
deposit-taking (adj)
deposit-taking institution (noun)
die-casting (M 468) (noun)
dipped-beam (adj)
dip-point (noun)
direct-acting (adj)
direct-fired process heater (noun)
director-general (noun)
disease-control (adj)
dog-knotting (noun)
door-to-door (M 497) (adj)

dampcourse (M 428) (but O 330) (noun)
dashboard (M 431) (noun)
database (M 432) (noun)
daybook (M 433) (noun)
daytime (adj)
daytime (M 434) (noun)
daywear (noun)
deadlock (M 435) (noun/verb)
deadwood (M 436) (but O 335) (noun)
debark (M 437) (verb)
deidentify (verb)
deregister (M 455) (verb)
deregistration (M 455) (noun)
descendent (adj)
desex (M 457) (but O 356) (verb)
desexed (adj)
dewclaw (M 462) (noun)
diecast (M 468) (but O 366) (adj)
dishcloth (M 481) (noun)
dishwasher (M 481) (noun)
doorframe (M 497) (but O 392) (noun)
doorsill (M 497) (noun)

data plate (noun)
day care service (noun)
day shift (M 434) (noun)
daytime running light (noun)
dead centre (M 435) (noun)
dead load (M 435) (noun)
dead space (M 436) (noun)
debit card (M 437) (noun)
decimal submultiple (noun)
decision making (noun)
de facto (M 443) (adj/noun)
dehydrated fruit (noun)
demand management (noun)
demountable container (noun)
demountable tank (noun)
department of state (noun)
deposit box (noun)
derrick crane (noun)
derrick pole (noun)
designated work group (noun)
destination sign (noun)
detergent powder (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

D

D

D

double-acting (M 500) (adj)
double-deck bus (noun)
double-decker (M 500) (noun)
double-flanged (adj)
double-park (M 501) (adj)
double-sided (noun/adj)
double-walled (adj)
doubling-up (noun)
draught-free (adj)
drawbar-type coupling (noun)
draw-off pipe (noun)
dressing-gown (M 508) (but O 402) (noun)
drinking-straw (noun)
drip-point (noun)
drive-in (M 510) (noun/adj)
drive-yourself (adj)
drug-dependent (adj)
drug-free (adj)
drug-seeking behaviour (noun)
drum-drive (adj)
dry-clean (M 513) (verb)
dry-cleaning (M 513) (noun)

dosimeter (M 499) (noun)
dragline (M 505) (noun)
drawbar (M 507) (noun)
driveway (M 510) (noun)
drycleaner (M 513) (but O 406) (noun)
dustproof (M 520) (adj)

detonating cord (noun)
detonating fuse (noun)
diesel engine (M 468) (noun)
diesel fuel (noun)
dining room (M 473) (noun)
dip pipe (noun)
direction indicator light (noun)
disc jockey (M 478) (noun)
disinfecting solution (noun)
dispatch system (noun)
display cabinet (O 483) (noun)
display face (noun)
display panel (noun)
disposable lighter (noun)
distress signal (M 486) (noun)
document safe (noun)
dogging bolt (noun)
dog trailer (M 493) (noun)
domestic bird (noun)
double combination (noun)
double hinges (noun)
double up (M 500) (verb)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

D

D

D

dry-cleaning equipment (noun)
dual-control (adj)
dual-flush (adj)
duty-free (M 521) (adj)
duty-type category (noun)
D-value (noun)
Dyna-type (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

down line (noun)
down time (M 504) (but O 397) (noun)
drag cable (noun)
drain valve (noun)
draught excluder (noun)
drawbar coupling (noun)
drawbar eye (noun)
dressed poultry (noun)
dried fruit (M 508) (noun)
drilling rig (O 402) (noun)
drinking vessel (noun)
drip loss (noun)
driver’s aid (noun)
driver’s cabin (noun)
drive sprocket (noun)
driveway flowmeter (noun)
driving cabin (noun)
driving pulley (noun)
drum magazine (noun)
dry chemical fire-extinguisher (noun)
dry oven (noun)
dual control (O 407) (noun)
M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

D

D

D
dust storm (M 520) (noun)
dwelling house (M 521) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

E

E

E

egg-producing (adj)
electrically-driven (adj)
electrically-opened (adj)
electro-ejaculator (noun)
electronic-monitoring system (noun)
elevating-load carriage (noun)
employer-provided (adj)
employment-related (adj)
end-and-end measurement (noun)
end-carriage (noun)
end-outline marker lamp (noun)
end-user (adj)
engine-driven (adj)
engine-driver (M 553) (but O 436) (noun)
engine-powered (adj)
evidence-based (adj)
evidence-based methodology (noun)
examination-in-chief (noun)
ex-government (adj)
explosive-powered (adj)
explosive-powered tool (noun)
extra-low (adj)

earmark (M 525) (verb)
earthmoving (M 526) (adj)
earthwork (M 526) (noun)
ecosystem (M 531) (noun)
electrocorporation (noun)
electromagnetic (M 539) (adj)
electromechanical (M 539) (adj)
email (M 543) (noun)
everyday (M 575) (adj)
everyone (M 575) (noun)
exnuptial (M 581) (adj)
extrachromosomal (adj)
extraterritorial (M 587) (adj)

ear protection device (noun)
earth closet (M 525) (noun)
eating house (M 528) (noun)
ecologically sustainable development
(phrase)
educational institution (noun)
electoral roll (M 528) (noun)
electrical accessory (noun)
electrical appliance (noun)
electrical cable (noun)
electrical circuit (noun)
electrical conductor (noun)
electrical connector (noun)
electrical earthing system (noun)
electrical energy (noun)
electrical equipment (noun)
electrical igniter (noun)
electrical installation (noun)
electrical power transmission line (noun)
electrical socket outlet (noun)
electrical storm (M 538) (noun)
electrical wiring (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

E

E

E

ex-ward (noun)
ex-works (adj)
ex-works agreement (noun)

adj = adjective

electric fence (O 538) (noun)
electricity control gear (noun)
electricity network (noun)
electric razor (O 424) (noun)
electric stock prod (noun)
electromagnetic radiation (O 425) (noun)
electronic device (noun)
electronic information storage device
(noun)
electronic monitoring (verb)
elevating work platform (noun)
embryo rescue (noun)
emergency exit (noun)
emergency plan (noun)
emery wheel (M 546) (noun)
enclosed car park (noun)
end note (M 551) (but O 434) (noun)
end use (M 552) (noun)
end user (M 552) (but O 434) (noun)
energy efficiency rating (noun/adj)
engine block (noun)
engine brake (noun)
adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

E

E

E
engine compartment (noun)
engine house (M 553) (noun)
engine identification number (noun)
engine manifold vacuum (noun)
engine starter mechanism (noun)
English speaking (adj)
en masse (M 554) (adv)
entitlement card (noun)
entry form (O 440) (noun)
environmental impact statement (noun)
estate agent (M 568) (noun)
evidence in chief (noun)
examination in chief (noun)
exchange box (noun)
exclusion zone (M 578) (noun)
exemption holder (noun)
exhaust duct (noun)
exhaust pipe (M 580) (noun)
exhaust system (noun)
exhaust whistle (noun)
expandable straight baton (noun)
expanding anchor (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

E

E

E
explosive cartridge (noun)
explosive mixture (noun)
explosive mixture controller (noun)
explosive power tool cartridge (noun)
explosive rivet (M 584) (noun)
explosives driving authority (noun)
explosive substance (noun)
extendible trailer (noun)
external driver licence (noun)
externally mounted (adj)
eye bolt (M 589) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

F

F

F

face-measurement (noun)
face-to-face (M 592) (adj)
factory-produced (adj)
fall-out (adj)
father-in-law (M 604) (noun)
feeble-minded (M 607) (adj)
feed-check valve (noun)
fertiliser-grade (adj)
fibro-cement (M 614) (noun)
fieri-facias (M 616)
fill-pipe (noun)
fill-point (noun)
finger-paint (O 468) (noun)
fire-caused (adj)
fire-caused clearing development (adj)
fire-control (adj)
fire-engine (M 530) (but O 469) (noun)
fire-escape (M 530) (but O 469) (noun)
fire-extinguisher (M 530) (but O 469)
(noun)
fire-extinguishing (adj)
fire-rate (M 530) (verb)

faceguard (M 529) (noun)
fairway (M 595) (noun)
farmyard (M 601) (noun/adj)
feedlot (M 608) (noun)
fellmongery (O 483) (noun)
fibreboard (M 614) (noun)
fibreboard (adj)
fingernail (M 621) (noun)
fingerprint (M 621) (noun/verb)
fingertip (M 622) (noun)
firearm (M 623) (noun)
firebox (M 623) (noun)
firebreak (M 623) (noun)
firebrick (M 623) (noun)
fireclay (M 623) (noun)
firefighter (M 623) (noun)
firefighting (M 623) (adj)
fireplace (M 623) (noun)
fireproof (M 623) (adj)
fireproofing (M 623) (noun)
firewood (M 624) (noun)
firework (M 624) (noun)

face mask (M 592) (noun)
face towel (noun)
face washer (M 529) (noun)
fall out (M 597) (verb)
family rate (noun)
family support (noun)
fashion spectacles (noun)
fee simple (O 481) (noun)
fee tail (O 481) (noun)
fencing wire (M 610) (noun)
fi fa (M 616) (noun)
fifth wheel (M 616) (noun)
fifth wheel coupling (noun)
filling pipe (noun)
filling ratio (noun)
financial institution (noun)
fire alarm (M 623) (noun)
fire appliance (noun)
firearm dealer (noun)
fire bar (noun)
fire district (noun)
fire door (O 494) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

F

F

F

fire-rated wall (noun)
fire-related (adj)
fire-resistance (adj)
fire-resistant (M 624) (adj)
fire-resisting (adj)
fire-tube boiler (M 624) (noun)
first-aid (adj)
first-class (M 625) (adj)
fit-out (adj)
five-lever key lock (noun)
flow-on (adj)
fly-infected (adj)
fly-proof (O 511) (adj)
follow-up (M 549) (noun/adj)
foot-operated accelerator (noun)
foot-operated brake (noun)
foot-operated brake control (noun)
foreign-going (adj)
fork-lift truck (O 513) (noun)
forward-control passenger vehicle (noun)
forward-facing (adj)
forward-facing light (noun)

firstmentioned (noun/adj)
firstnamed (adj)
fishmeal (M 626) (noun)
flameguard (noun)
flameproof (M 630) (adj)
flashpoint (M 632) (noun)
floodwater (M 638) (noun)
floodway (M 638) (noun)
floorcloth (M 638) (noun)
flowmeter (O 509) (noun)
flyscreen (M 643) (but O 511) (noun/verb)
flywheel (M 644) (noun)
footbrake (M 648) (noun)
foothold (M 648) (noun)
footpath (M 648) (noun)
footprint (M 648) (noun)
footrest (M 648) (noun)
footwear (M 649) (noun)
forklift (M 653) (noun)
framework (M 660) (noun)
freestanding (M 664) (but O 525) (adj)
freshwater (M 666) (adj/noun)

fire hazard (M 623) (noun)
fire hose (O 495) (noun)
fire hose coupling point (noun)
fire hose reel (noun)
fire hydrant (M 623) (noun)
fire prevention measure (noun)
fire protection (adj/noun)
fire protection system (noun)
fire resistance (M 624) (noun)
fire shield (noun)
fire sprinkler (noun)
fire sprinkler service (noun)
fire sprinkler system (noun)
fire sprinkler work (noun)
fire trail (M 624) (noun)
fire tube (noun)
firework composition (noun)
fireworks display permit (noun)
firing cable (noun)
firing mechanism (noun)
firing pin (M 624) (noun)
firing position (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

F

F

F

four-way (adj)
four-wheel (M 658) (adj)
four-wheel drive (M 658) (noun)
free-draining (adj)
free-flowing (adj)
free-living (M 663) (noun/adj)
freeze-dried (adj)
freeze-dry (M 664) (verb)
friction-sensitive (adj)
front-end (M 669) (adj)
front-end loader (M 669) (noun)
fruit-ice (M 671) (noun)
fuel-burning equipment (noun)
full-flush (noun/adj)
full-pay (adj)
full-time (M 674) (adj/adv)
full-time (O 534) (noun)
fully-loaded (adj)
fully-opened (adj)
fully-paid (M 674) (adj)

fundraiser (M 675) (but O 535) (noun)

firing switch (noun)
firm name (noun)
first aid (M 624) (noun)
first class (M 625) (noun)
fit out (M 627) (verb)
fixed deposit (M 628) (noun)
fixed term (noun)
fixed term agreement (noun)
flame cutting (noun)
flame path (noun)
flame trap (noun)
flammable liquid (noun)
flammable substance (noun)
flanged ends (noun)
flash pot (noun)
flash powder (noun)
flavoured ice (noun)
flood level (noun)
floor covering (noun)
floor joist (noun)
floor pan (noun)
floor plan (M 638) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

F

F

F
floppy disk (M 638) (noun)
flotation aid toy (noun)
flotation bubble (noun)
flotation toy (noun)
flow chart (M 639) (noun)
flow diagram (M 639) (noun)
flow sheet (M 639) (noun)
flushing toilet (noun)
flying disc (noun)
flying fox (M 643) (noun)
fog light (M 645) (noun)
folding portable cot (noun)
follow up (M 646) (verb)
forklift truck ( O 518) (noun)
forward motion (noun)
forward projection (noun)
frame hire (noun)
freight container (noun)
friction type lock (noun)
from time to time (M 1724) (adj)
front reflector (noun)
frozen confection (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

F

F

F
fruit peel (noun)
fuel dispensing unit (noun)
fuel feed line (noun)
fuel oil (M 672) (noun)
fuel supply (noun)
fuel system (noun)
fuel tank (noun)
fuel tank filler pipe (noun)
fuel trailer (noun)
full stop (M 674) (noun)
furnace oil (noun)
fuse lighter (noun)
fuse wire (M 677) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

G

G

G

gas-free (adj)
gas-tight (O 546) (adj)
gender-neutral (M 692) (adj)
gender-specific (adj)
gene-knockout mice (noun)
give-way rule (noun)
glass-towel (noun)
glass-washer (noun)
glass-washing (adj)
glow-worm (M 710) (noun)
golf-cadding (verb)
government-regulated (adj)
Governor-General (M 723) (noun)
governor-operating speed (noun)
guide-dog (M 744) (but O 592) (noun)
gutta-percha (M 748) (noun)

gasfitter (M 687) (noun)
gemstone (M 692) (noun)
glasshouse (M 706) (noun)
grandchild (M 726) (noun)
grandfather (M 726) (noun)
grandmother (M 726) (noun)
grandstand (M 727) (noun)
grasshopper (M 729) (noun)
grassland (M 729) (noun)
gravestone (M 730) (noun)
greenhouse (M 733) (noun)
greywater (M 736) (noun)
guardrail (M 793) (but O 594) (noun)
guesthouse (M 743) (but O 591) (noun)
guineafowl (M 744) (but O 592) (noun)
gunmetal (M 747) (noun)
gunpowder (M 747) (noun)

galvanised iron (M 682) (noun)
gambling outlet (noun)
gaming credit (noun)
gaming equipment (noun)
gaming house (O 544) (noun)
gaming machine (noun)
gaming machine proposal (noun)
gaming machine ticket (noun)
gaming table (O 544) (noun)
gantry crane (noun)
garage door (noun)
garbage bin (M 685) (noun)
garden hose (noun)
gardening gloves (noun)
garden landscape material (noun)
garden umbrella (noun)
gas holder (M 687) (but O 547) (noun)
gear ratio (M 691) (noun)
gene pool (M 693) (noun)
general price inflation (noun)
general use firework (noun)
gene technology (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

G

G

G
genetically modified organism (noun)
German measles (M 698) (noun)
gin pole (noun)
gin wheel (noun)
give way (O 561) (verb)
glass measure (noun)
glass water gauge (noun)
Glauber salts (M 707) (but O 562) (noun)
golf course (M 717) (noun)
good behaviour period (noun)
government school (M 723) (noun)
grain shedding (noun)
Grawin gravel (noun)
greenkeeping vehicle (noun)
gross combination mass (noun)
gross mass (noun)
gross road train mass (noun)
gross vehicle mass (noun)
gross vehicle weight (noun)
gross weight (M 739) (noun)
ground display fireworks (noun)
ground spinner (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

G

G

G
ground vibration (noun)
ground water (M 740) (but O 588) (noun)
guyed derrick (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

H

H

H

hail-mark (noun)
half-blood (adj)
half-blood (M 755) (but O 600) (noun)
half-brother (M 756) (noun)
half-day (M 756) (noun)
half-flush (noun)
half-length (M 756) (noun/adj)
half-sister (M 756) (noun)
half-year (noun)
half-yearly (M 757) (adj)
hammer-headed crane (noun)
hand-held (M 760) (adj)
hand-operated (adj)
hand-thrown dart (noun)
hard-pressed (M 765) (adj)
hard-wired (adj)
health-related (adj)
heating-medium section (noun)
heat-treat (M 776) (verb)
heir-at-law (M 779) (noun)
hexagonal-head (adj)
high-beam (noun)

haberdashery (M 751) (noun)
hairbrush (M 754) (noun)
hairdresser (M 754) (noun)
hairdressing (adj)
hairdressing (M 754) (noun)
hallmark (M 757) (noun)
handbag (M 760) (noun)
handbill (M 760) (noun)
handbrake (M 760) (noun)
handcart (M 760) (noun)
handgrip (M 760) (noun)
handguard (noun)
handlebar (M 760) (noun)
handprint (noun)
handpump (O 640) (noun)
handrail (M 761) (noun)
handwear (noun)
handworked (M 761) (adj)
handwriting (M 761) (noun)
handwritten (M 761) (adj)
hardboard (M 764) (noun)
hardwood (M 765) (noun)

hair clippings (noun)
halogenated hydrocarbon fire-extinguisher
(noun)
hand chain (noun)
hand lever (noun)
hand rope (noun)
hand signalling (noun)
hardboard batten (noun)
hazard division (noun)
hazard light (M 771) (noun)
headlight modulation system (noun)
head restraint (noun)
head stem (noun)
health benefits fund (noun)
health benefits organisation (noun)
hearing dog (M 774) (noun)
heat degradable (adj)
heat extraction process (noun)
heat pump (M 776) (noun)
heat treatment (M 776) (noun)
hemmed fabric (noun)
hermetically sealed package (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

H

H

H

high-beam headlight (noun)
high-beam position (noun)
high-denomination (adj)
high-density (adj)
high-flow (adj)
high-level (M 791) (adj)
high-octane (M 791) (adj)
high-power (M 791) (adj)
high-quality (O 626) (adj)
high-risk (O 626) (adj)
high-temperature (adj)
high-tensile (O 627) (adj)
high-tension (M 792) (but O 627) (adj)
high-tension ignition wiring (noun)
hire-purchase (M 794) (but O 629)
(noun/adj)
home-based care (noun)
home-education (noun)
home-owner (O 635) (noun)
hot-air balloon (M 644) (noun)
hot-material (adj)
hot-water bottle (M 644) (noun)

headlease (M 773) (noun)
headlight (M 773) (noun)
headwear (noun)
headwork (M 774) (noun)
heirloom (M 779) (noun)
helpline (M 781) (noun)
histogram (M 795) (noun)
homebuyer (O 636) (noun)
homemaker (M 802) (noun)
homeowner (O 802) (noun)
homeschool (M 802) (verb)
homeschooling (M 810) (noun)
honeycomb (noun)
horsedrawn (M 810) (but O 642) (adj)
horsepower (M 810) (noun)
horserace (M 810) (but O 642) (noun)
horseracing (M 810) (but O 642) (noun)
horseracing industry (noun)
horseshoe (M 810) (noun)
houseboat (M 813) (noun)
household (M 813) (noun)
householder (M 813) (noun)

high school (M 792) (noun)
high school level (noun)
high temperature (noun)
high voltage (O 627) (adj)
hoist unit (noun)
holding deposit (noun)
home base (M 801) (noun)
home education (noun)
home page (M 802) (noun)
honey bee (M 805) (noun)
horse float (M 810) (noun)
horse yard (noun)
horticultural seed (noun)
hose connector (noun)
hose nozzle (noun)
hose reel (noun)
hot material (noun)
hot tapping (verb)
household cot (noun)
human powered (adj)
hydatid disease parasite (noun)
hydraulic lift (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

H

H

H

hot-water bottle cover (noun)
hot-water service (M 812) (noun)
hot-water system (O 644) (noun)
hot-water tank (noun)
hot-work (adj)
house-to-house (M 814) (adj)
how-to-vote card (M 815) (noun)
how-to-vote material (noun)
hydro-electric (M 872) (but O 652) (adj)
hydro-electricity (M 822) (but O 652)
(noun)
hydro-electricity generation scheme
(noun)

hovercraft (M 814) (noun)
hydrocarbon (M 822) (noun)
hydrostatic (M 823) (adj)
hydrotherapy (M 823) (noun)

hydrological survey (noun)
hydrostatic pressure (noun)
hydrotherapy pool (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

I

I

I

ice-cream (M 830) (but O 658) (noun)
ill-treat (M 835) (verb)
ill-use (M 835) (verb)
ill-willed (M 835) (adj)
impact-absorbing (M 838) (adj)
impact-sensitive (adj)
in-built (M 844) (but O 672) (adj)
inclusion-negative (noun/adj)
income-producing (adj)
income-related (adj)
individually-wrapped (adj)
infra-red (M 858) (but O 684) (noun/adj)
in-home care service (noun)
in-house (M 859) (adj)
in-patient (M 862) (but O 688) (noun/adj)
insertion-related (adj)
in-service (M 863) (adj)
in-stream extraction (noun)
interest-bearing (adj)
interest-bearing deposit (noun)
interest-free (M 869) (adj)
interest-holder (noun)

immunodeficiency (O 666) (noun)
immunoglobulin (O 666) (noun)
immunosuppression (M 838) (noun)
indiarubber (M 850) (but O 677) (noun)
insofar (M 864) (conjunction)
interbreed (M 868) (verb)
interchange (M 868) (verb)
interclub (M 868) (adj)
interconnect (M 869) (verb)
interconnecting (adj)
interconnection (M 869) (noun)
intergovernmental (M 870) (adj)
interlineation (M 870) (noun)
interpersonal (M 872) (adj)
intersectoral (adj)
interstate (M 873) (adj/adv)
intramuscular (M 875) (adj)
intramuscular injection (noun)
intravenous (M 875) (adj)
ironbark (M 881) (noun)

ice chest (M 830) (noun)
identification card (noun)
identification mark (noun)
identification number (noun)
identification papers (noun)
igniter cord (noun)
ill health (M 834) (noun)
ill use (M 835) (noun)
ill will (M 835) (noun)
indent agent (noun)
induction motor (M 852) (noun)
industrial gloves (noun)
industrial robot (noun)
industry waste reduction plan (noun)
initiating medium (noun)
inlet air system (noun)
insurance agent (noun)
insurance assessor (noun)
insurance canvasser (noun)
insurance inspector (noun)
integral number (noun)
interior light (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

I

I

I

inter-generational (adj)
inter-generational equity principle
(phrase)
inter-generational principle (phrase)
internal-combustion engine (M 871)
(noun)
insterstate-registered practicing certificate
(noun)
inter-jurisdictional (adj)
intra-club (adj)
in-vitro (M 878) (but O 703) (adj)
in-vitro fertilisation (M 878) (noun)
iron-on (M 881) (adj)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

internally fired (adj)
international driving permit (noun)
internet service (noun)
interstate explosives driving authority
(noun)
intravenous injection (noun)
intravenous therapy (noun)
intruder alarm (noun)
in vivo (M 878) (adv, adj)
irrigation system (O 706) (noun)
isolation switch (noun)

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
38

O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

J

J

J

jack-in-the-box (M 890) (noun)
joint-stock company (O 720) (noun)
joint-venture (M 900) (verb)
joy-riding (M 902) (noun/adj/verb)

jackpot (M 890) (noun)
jibhead (noun)
judgment (M 903) (noun)

jackpot trust account (noun)
jet ski (M 896) (noun)
jib boom (M 896) (noun)
jib crane (noun)
joint tenant (M 900) (noun)
joint venture (M 900) (noun)
journal recording (noun)
jury box (M 906) (noun)

K

K

K

key-operated (adj)

kerbstone (M 915) (noun)
kickboard (M 918) (noun)
kingpin (M 921) (noun)
knuckleduster (M 927) (noun)

kinetic energy (M 920) (noun)
knife switch (noun)
knuckle boom (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

L

L

L

ladder-shaft (noun)
land-rich (adj)
lap-riveted (adj)
lap-weld (verb)
lap-welded (adj)
laser-read (adj)
last-known (adj)
last-made (adj)
last-named (adj)
latest-expiring (adj)
lattice-boom crane (noun)
law-abiding (M 947) (adj)
lay-by (adj)
lay-by (M 949) (noun/verb)
leaf-hopper (M 762)
left-hand (M 954) (adj)
left-handed (M 954) (adj)
left-handedness (M 954) (noun)
left-hand side (noun)
lessee-owned (adj)
life-threatening (O 775) (adj)
lift-truck (noun)

lampshade (M 938) (noun)
landfill (M 939) (noun)
landholder (M 939) (but O 753) (noun)
landscape (M 940) (noun)
lastmentioned (adj)
layout (M 811) (noun)
leakproof (adj)
letterbox (M 960) (noun)
lifeboat (M 965) (noun)
lifebuoy (M 965) (noun)
lifelong (M 965) (adj)
lifesaving (M 965) (noun)
lifetime (M 965) (noun/adj)
liftwell (noun)
lightweight (M 967) (adj)
limewash (O 779) (noun)
limewashed (adj)
livestock (M 978) (noun)
lockout (M 981) (noun)
lockup (M 981) (but O 789) (noun/adj)
lodgment (M 982) (noun)
logbook (M 983) (noun)

label badge (noun)
label button (noun)
land agent (M 939) (noun)
landfill operation (noun)
laser pointer (noun)
laser product (noun)
laser system (noun)
laser tower (noun)
last known (phrase)
lava scoria (noun)
law maker (M 947)
lay out (M 949) (verb)
leaded petrol (noun)
lead wire (noun)
leaf blower (noun)
leaf mould (M 951) (noun)
least cost planning (noun)
left side (noun)
lens grinding (noun)
letters patent (M 960) (noun)
level plane (noun)
licence holder (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

L

L

L

light-coloured (adj)
line-carrying rocket (noun)
linked-jackpot (adj)
linked-jackpot amount (noun)
linked-jackpot arrangement (noun)
linked-jackpot contract (noun)
linked-jackpot contribution (noun)
linked-jackpot winnings (noun)
liquid-tight (adj)
liquid-tight wall (noun)
load-bearing (adj)
load-carrying (adj)
load-equalising (adj)
load-holding (adj)
load-holding attachment (noun)
load-radius (noun)
load-sharing (adj)
load-sharing suspension system (noun)
load-sharing system (noun)
load-shifting (adj)
load-shifting machine (noun)
load-sustaining device (noun)

longstanding (M 986) (but O 792) (adj)
loudspeaker (M 990) (noun)

licence number (M 963) (noun)
life cycle (M 965) (noun)
life jacket (M 965) (noun)
lifelong learning (noun)
life raft (M 825) (noun)
lifesaving apparatus (noun)
lifesaving appliance (noun)
lifesaving methods (noun)
lift and tow trailer (noun)
light fitting (noun)
lighting outlet (noun)
lightning protection (noun)
linear measurement (noun)
linked gaming machine (noun)
linked jackpot (noun)
linked licence (noun)
link service fee (noun)
liquified gas (noun)
liquified petroleum gas (M 974) (noun)
litigation guardian (noun)
live load (adj)
live load (M 977) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

L

L

L

locally-registered (adj)
location-specific (adj)
long-distance (M 985) (adj)
long-string (adj)
long-term (M 986) (adj)
loose-fill asbestos (noun)
loose-leaf (M 988) (adj)
low-alcohol (M 992) (adj)
low-beam (noun)
low-beam headlight (noun)
low-beam position (noun)
low-level (O 797) (adj)
low-loader (M 993) (noun)
low-loader float (noun)
low-octane (adj)
low-rise (M 993) (adj)
low-risk (adj)
LPG-powered system (noun)
LPG-powered vehicle (noun)
L-plate (M 993) (noun)

adj = adjective

load carrying area (noun)
load cell (noun)
load cell footing (noun)
load cell support (noun)
load chain (noun)
load receptor (noun)
local community (noun)
locking bar (noun)
locking device (noun)
locking mechanism (noun)
locomotive crane (noun)
lodging house (M 982) (noun)
long term (noun)
LPG fuel system (noun)
lubricating oil (noun)
luffing crane (M 994) (noun)
luffing jib (noun)
luggage storage (noun)
luminous transmittance (noun)

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

M

M

M

machine-copy (noun)
machine-gun (M 1002) (adj)
machine-printed (adj)
main-beam headlamp (noun)
make-up (M 1012) (noun)
make-up tank (noun)
management-initiated (adj)
man-lock (noun)
market-orientated (adj)
mark-up (M 1025) (noun)
mast-climber (noun)
mast-climbing hoist (noun)
mast-climbing work platform (noun)
maternal-fetal (adj)
maxi-cab (noun)
medico-legal (O 833) (adj)
metal-armoured (adj)
metal-covered (adj)
metal-sheathed (adj)
metal-to-metal (adj)
mid-section (noun)
mill-gearing (noun)

manhole (M 1018) (noun)
maxillofacial (M 1034) (adj)
membership (M 1042) (noun)
meshwork (M 1047) (noun)
microchip (M 1054) (noun)
microfilm (M 1054) (noun)
microwave (M 1055) (noun/verb)
midpoint (M 1057) (noun)
midway (M 1057) (adj/noun/adv)
midwife (M 1057) (noun)
misfire (M 1067) (verb)
misfired (adj)
misjoinder (M 1067) (noun)
misstate (M 1068) (verb)
misstatement (M 1068) (noun)
moneylender (M 1077) (noun)
motorbike (M 1089) (noun)
motorcycle (adj)
motorcycle (M 1089) (noun)
motortrike (noun)
mouthpiece (M 1092) (noun)
mudflap (M 1094) (noun)

machine gun (M 1082) (but O 804) (noun)
main electrical substation (noun)
mains firing (noun)
mains power (noun)
make up (M 866) (verb)
manual handling task (noun)
manufacturer’s agent (noun)
marine distress firework (noun)
market value (M 878) (noun)
marking plate (noun)
mark up (M 1024) (verb)
martial art (M 1027) (noun)
martial arts club (noun)
materials hoist (noun)
materials platform hoist (noun)
matt finish (noun)
mattress protector (noun)
measurement ticket (noun)
measuring instrument (noun)
meat safe (O 831) (noun)
mechanical aid (noun)
mechanical power (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

M

M

M

minimum-age admission (noun)
mission-critical (adj)
morphine-like (adj)
mortgage-backed security (noun)
mother-in-law (M 1088) (noun)
moth-proofed (adj)
multi-break (adj)
multi-combination (adj)
multi-combination vehicle (noun)
multi-jurisdictional (adj)
multi-level (adj)
multi-platform (adj)
multi-space (adj)
multi-span (adj)
multi-stake (adj)
multi-stake machine (noun)
multi-tenanted (adj)
multi-tube (adj)
multi-unit development (noun)
multi-unit residential premises (noun)
multi-user (O 879) (adj)
multi-wheeled (adj/adv)

mudguard (M 1094) (noun)
multimember (adj)
multipurpose (M 1097) (but O 879) (adj)
multistage (M 1097) (but O 879) (adj)
multistorey (M 1097) (but O 879) (adj)

mechanical signalling device (noun)
mechanical ventilation system (noun)
medical treatment (noun)
medicated bandage (noun)
meeting house (M 1040) (noun)
mental dysfunction (noun)
mental health (adj)
mental health (M 1044) (noun)
mental health facility (noun)
mental health nurse (noun)
mental health officer (noun)
mental health professional (noun)
mental illness (O 838) (noun)
mentally ill (adj)
metered parking area (noun)
metered parking scheme (noun)
metered parking space (noun)
methylated spirits (M 1051) (noun)
metric carat masses (noun)
microwave antenna (noun)
microwave oven (M 1055) (noun)
mild steel (M 1058) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

M

M

M

muzzle-loading (M 1103) (adj)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

militaria fair (noun)
mineral leaching (noun)
mines rescue vehicle (noun)
mobile crane (noun)
mobile home (O 859) (noun)
mobile home park (noun)
mobile manufacturing unit (noun)
mobile telephone (M 1071) (noun)
mobile telephone accessory (noun)
mobile truck-mounted plant (noun)
model rocket (noun)
model rocket motor (noun)
money safe (noun)
monitoring equipment (noun)
monitoring system (noun)
monopoly power (noun)
mosquito net (M 1087) (noun)
mosquito netting (noun)
motive power (O 872) (noun)
motor car (M 1089) (noun)
motor car derivative (noun)
motorised tool (noun)
M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
45
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Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

M

M

M
motorised wheelchair (noun)
motor lorry (noun)
motor room (noun)
motor vehicle (M 1089) (noun)
motor vehicle dealer (noun)
moving walk (noun)
multidisciplinary (M 1096) (adj)
multishot cake (noun)
Muntz metal (M 1099) (noun)
mushroom spawn (noun)
musical instrument (O 882) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

N

N

N

near-monopoly (adj)
near-vertical (adj)
next-door (M 1127) (adj)
nitrate-based (adj)
no-claim bonus (M 1133) (noun)
no-claim rebate (noun)
non-absorbent (M 1135) (adj/noun)
non-access (M 1136) (noun)
non-accidental (adj)
non-acid (adj)
non-acquittal (noun)
non-ACT (adj)
non-adjustable (adj)
non-agreement (noun)
non-alcoholic (M 1135) (adj)
non-ambulatory (adj)
non-amending (adj)
non-amplified (adj)
non-antecedent (adj)
non-appearance (M 1136) (noun)
non-appellable (adj)
non-appellable promotion (noun)

Nailbrush (M 1107) (but O 887) (noun)
nearside (M 1116) (adj)
neckcloth (M 1117) (noun)
neckwear (M 1117) (noun)
neonatal (M 1120) (adj)
network (M 1122) (noun)
neurosurgery (M 1123) (noun)
newsvendor (M 1126) (noun)
nightdress (M 1129) (noun)
nightshirt (M 1130) (noun)
nightwear (M 1130) (noun)
nitrocellulose (M 1132) (noun)
nitroglycerine (M 1132) (noun)
noisemaker (M 1134) (but O 908) (noun)
nonacceptance (M 1135) (but O 909)
(noun)
nonadmission (M 1135) (noun)
nonattendance (M 1135) (but O 909)
(noun)
noncommission (adj)
noncompletion (M 1135) (noun)

natural background radiation (noun)
natural progression (noun)
neck protector (noun)
needle valve (M 1118) (noun)
net mass (noun)
network base (noun)
next door (M 1127) (adv/noun)
next friend (M 1127) (noun)
next of kin (M 1127) (noun)
noise dosimeter (noun)
noise level (noun)
non employment-related (adj)
non smoking (M 1138) (but O 911) (adj)
note acceptor (noun)
notifiable low risk dealing (noun)
novelty lighter (noun)
numberplate light (noun)
nursing home (M 1150) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Set solid

Spaced

N

N

N

non-application (noun)
non-applied (adj)
non-appointed (adj)
non-appointment (noun)
non-arbitral (adj)
non-arterial (adj)
non-articulated (adj)
non-articulated vehicle (noun)
non-artificial (adj)
non-association (adj)
non-Australian (adj)
non-automatic (M 1135) (adj)
non-beneficial (adj)
non-beneficially (adv)
non-biological (O 908) (adj)
non-business (adj)
non-cancellation (noun)
non-capital (adj)
non-cash (adj)
non-chemical (adj)
non-claim (M 1136) (noun)
non-claiming (adj)

noncompliance (M 1136) (but O 909)
(noun)
noncompliant (M 1136) (adj)
noncomplying (adj)
nonconducting (M 1136) (but O 909) (adj)
nonconforming (adj)
nonconsent (adj)
nonconsent (M 1135) (noun)
noncooperation (M 1136) (but O 909)
(noun)
nondelivery (M 1136) (but O 909) (noun)
nondisclosure (M 1137) (noun)
nondiscrimination (M 1136) (noun)
nondisposal (M 1136) (noun)
nonexistent (M 1137) (but O 910) (adj)
nonfeasance (M 1137) (noun)
nonferrous (M 1137) (adj)
nonflammable (M 1137) (but O 910) (adj)
noninterference (M 1137) (but O 910)
(noun)
nonjoinder (M 1137) (noun)
nonlegal (M 1137) (adj)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

N

N

N

non-combustible (M 1135) (adj/noun)
non-commercial (M 1135) (adj/noun)
noncommision-based (adj)
non-compellability (adj)
non-conjugative plasmid (noun)
non-contact (adj)
non-continuous (M 1136) (adj)
non-contractor (noun)
non-convicted (adj)
non-corrodible (adj)
non-corrosive (M 1136) (adj)
non-cremated (adj)
non-criminal (adj)
non-custodial (adj)
non-destructive (M 1136) (adj)
non-detonating (adj)
non-detonative (adj)
non-discriminatory (M 1136) (adj)
non-displacement (noun)
non-domestic (adj)
non-dutiable (M 1136) (noun)
non-economic loss

nonmember (M 1138) (but O 910)
(noun)
nonmetal (M 1137) (but O 910) (noun)
nonmetallic (M 1137) (but O 910) (adj)
nonobservance (M 1138) (but O 911)
(noun)
nonoccurrence (M 1138) (noun)
nonparole (M 1138) (adj)
nonparticipating (M 1138) (but O 911)
(adj)
nonpayment (M 1138) (but O 911) (noun)
nonperformance (M 1138) (noun)
nonprobation (adj)
nonproduction (M 1139) (noun)
nonprofit (M 1138) (but O 911) (adj)
nonreceipt (noun)
nonresident (M 1138) (but O 911) (adj)
nonrigid (M 1138) (but O 911) (adj)
nonsectarian (M 1138)(adj)
nonsmoking (M 1138) (but O 911)
(noun/adj)
nonstop (M 1139) (but O 911) (adv/adj)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

N

N

N

non-elected member (noun)
non-electric (adj)
non-eligibility (noun)
non-English speaking (adj)
non-essential (M 1137) (adj)
non-execution (noun)
non-executive (adj)
non-exercise (noun)
non-existence (M 1137) (noun)
non-financial (adj)
non-flushing (adj)
non-franchise (adj)
non-fraudulent (adj)
non-government (M 1137) (adj)
non-government school (M 1137) (noun)
non-hazardous (adj)
non-homologous (adj)
non-human (M 1137) (adj/noun)
non-identifying (adj)
non-immersion (adj)
non-immunised (adj)
non-inclusion (noun)

nonsuit (M 1139) (noun)
nonvoter (M 1140) (but O 912) (noun)
numberplate (M 1148) (but O 918) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

N

N

N

non-indigenous (M 1137) (adj)
non-inflammable (M 1137) (adj)
non-intimate (adj)
non-judicial (adj)
non-legislative (adj)
non-licensable (adj)
non-liquid (adj)
non-litigious
non-load bearing (adj)
non-mammalian (adj/noun)
non-mass (adj)
non-mass explosive (noun)
non-mechanical (M 1138) (adj)
non-medicinal (M 1138) (adj)
non-membership (O 875) (noun)
non-modulating (adj)
non-monetary (M 1138) (adj)
non-money (adj)
non-money judgment (noun)
non-national (adj)
non-national schedule offence (noun)
non-occupational (adj)
adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

N

N

N

non-owned (adj)
non-owner (noun)
non-party (M 1138) (adj/noun)
non-pathogenic (adj)
non-pensioner (noun/adj)
non-perishable (M 1138) (adj)
non-personal (O 911) (adj)
non-pesticide (adj)
non-photo identification card (noun)
non-placement (noun/adj)
non-political (M 1138) (adj)
non-potable (adj)
non-potentially (adj)
non-practising (adj)
non-prescribed (adj)
non-presidential (adj)
non-proprietary (adj)
non-provision (adj)
non-qualifying (adj)
non-rebate (adj)
non-refundable (adj)
non-regenerative (adj)
adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

N

N

N

non-registrable (adj)
non-registration (noun)
non-regulatory (adj)
non-removal (noun)
non-replacement (noun)
non-residential (M 1139) (adj)
non-restricted (M 1139) (adj)
non-retail (adj)
non-retail counter use (noun)
non-return (adj/noun)
non-returnable (M 1139) (adj)
non-revocation (noun)
non-ruminant (adj/noun)
non-scheduled (M 1139) (adj)
non-school zone (noun)
non-self-extinguishing (adj)
non-self-supporting (adj)
non-serious (adj)
non-service (noun)
non-share capital (noun)
non-shatter (M 1139) (adj)
non-shatterable (adj)
adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

N

N

N

non-slewing mobile crane (noun)
non-sparking (adj)
non-splintering (adj)
non-sporing (adj)
non-standard (M 1138) (adj)
non-standard registration number (noun)
non-steerable (adj)
non-structural (M 1140) (adj)
non-synchronous (adj)
non-tabled (adj)
non-target (adj)
non-teaching (adj)
non-territory (adj)
non-trading (M 1140) (adj)
non-traffic (adj)
non-transferable (M 1140) (adj)
non-triangular (adj)
non-tumorigenic (adj)
non-upholstered (adj)
non-use (O 912) (noun)
non-vertebrate (noun)
non-viral (adj)
adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

N

N

N

non-voting (M 1140) (adj)
non-working (adj)
non-working day (noun)
no-one (M 1139) (but O 912) (pronoun)
no-one else (pronoun)
not-for-profit (adj)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
55

O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

O

O

O

offence-related (adj)
office-bearer (M 1161) (but O 929) (noun)
office-holder (noun)
off-peak (M 1161) (adj)
off-road (M 1161) (adj)
off-site (adj)
off-street (M 1162) (adj)
off-street parking area (noun)
off-the-plan (adj)
off-the-road (adj)
off-white (adj)
off-white (M 1162) (noun)
oil-free (adj)
oil-painted (adj)
oil-soluble (adj)
once-off (adj)
one-day (M 1168) (adj) see 1-day
one-piece (M 1168) (adj)
one-way (M 1169) (adj)
one-way box
on-market transaction settlement (noun)

off course (M 1160) (adj/adv)
offset (M 1161) (verb/noun)
offside (M 1162) (adj)
offspring (M 1162) (noun)
ongoing (M 1169) (adj)
online (M 1169) (adj)
outbuilding (M 1185) (noun)
outdated (M 1186) (adj)
outermost (M 1186) (adj)
outpatient (M 1187) (noun)
outrigger (M 1187) (noun)
outstanding (M 1187) (adj)
outwork (M 1188) (noun/verb)
overfill (M 1190) (verb)
overflow (M 1190) (noun/verb)
overgarment (M 1190) (noun)
overhang (M 1190) (noun/verb)
overhead (M 1191) (adv/adj/noun)
overheat (M 1191) (noun/verb)
overlowering (verb)
overnight (M 1191) (adj/noun/adv)

oil blaize (noun)
oil colour (M 1163) (noun)
oil painting (M 1163) (noun)
one of a kind (phrase)
open air (M 11171) (noun)
ornamental pond (noun)
outlet pipe (noun)
overhang line (noun)
overhead travelling crane (noun)
owner builder licence (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

O

O

O

on-market transfer (noun)
on-site (M 1169) (adj)
on-the-job (M 1169) (adj)
on-the-spot (M 1169) (adj)
open-air (M 1171) (adj)
open-ended (M 1171) (adj)
open-web (adj)
order-picking forklift truck (noun)
oro-facial (adj)
out-of-date (M 1186) (adj)
out-of-jurisdiction (adj)
out-of-pocket (M 1186) (adj)
out-of-pocket expenses (noun)
oven-baked (adj)
over-award (M 1189) (adj)
overseas-registered (adj)
owner-builder (noun)
owner-driver (M 1194) (noun)
owner-occupier (O 959) (noun)
ozone-depleting (adj)

overpressure (noun)
override (M 1192) (verb)
overrider (M 1192) (noun)
overripe (M 1192) (adj)
overshadow (M 1193) (verb)
overshoes (M 1193) (noun)
overtime (M 1193) (noun/adj/adv)
overweight (M 1193) (noun/adj/verb)
overwind (M 1193) (verb)
oxyacetylene (M 1195) (adj)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
57

O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Set solid

Spaced

P

P

P

paid-up (M 1200) (adj)
part-heard (adj)
partly-rigid (adj)
part-owner (noun)
part-time (M 1218) (adj/adv)
party-plan (M 1219) (adj)
passer-by (M 1220) (noun)
passport-size (adj)
passport-size photograph (noun)
peer-reviewed report (noun)
percussion-fired pistol (noun)
percussion-lock pistol (noun)
permit-holder (noun)
picking-up (adj)
pick-up (M 1258) (verb)
pick-up (M 1258) (noun/adj)
pick-up point (noun)
pick-up truck (M 1258) (noun)
pile-driver (M 1262) (but O 1016) (noun)
pile-driving (adj)
pile-tilter (noun)
pine-bark (noun/adj)

padlock (M 1199) (noun)
paintball (O 965) (noun)
paintbrush (M 1200) (noun)
paintwork (M 1201) (noun)
palmprint (noun)
parkland (M 1215) (noun)
passageway (M 1220) (noun)
pathway (M 1223) (noun)
payout (M 1226) (but O 985) (noun)
peremptory (M 1238) (adj)
petrochemical (M 1247) (adj)
photovoltaic (M 1255) (adj)
piecework (M 1260) (noun)
pieceworker (M 1260) (noun)
pinball (M 1264) (noun)
pipeline (M 1267) (noun)
pipework (O 1020) (noun)
playdough (M 1277) (noun)
playground (M 1277) (noun)
playgroup (M 1278) (O 1029) (noun)
plywood (M 1282) (noun)
postbox (M 1299) (noun)

Pacific coral (noun)
paint pellet gun (noun)
paint pellet range (noun)
panel van (M 1206) (noun)
parking area (noun)
parking light (O 975) (noun)
parking meter (M 1215) (noun)
partial ring (noun)
particle board (M 1217) (noun)
party plan (M 1219) (noun)
party popper (noun)
passenger compartment (noun)
passenger lift (noun)
passenger vehicle (noun)
passive infra-red (adj)
passport photograph (noun)
paste paint (noun)
pathology request form (noun)
pay parking (adj)
pedal bicycle (noun)
pedal cyclist (noun)
peer representative (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

P

P

P

plate-holder (noun)
plate-web girder (noun)
point-in-time (adj)
pole-type (adj)
pole-type trailer (noun)
polypropylene-webbing (adj)
position-indicating (adj)
post-acquisition (adj)
post-incorporation (adj)
post-mortem (M 1300) (noun/adj)
post-office (M 1300) (adj)
post-operative (M 1300) (adj)
post-revocation (adj)
post-secondary (adj)
power-driven (adj)
power-operated (adj)
power-to-weigh (adj)
P-plate (M 1305) (noun)
pre-acquisition (adj)
pre-amended (adj)
pre-application (adj)
pre-book (O 1054) (verb)

postdate (M 1299) (verb)
postgraduate (M 1300) (noun/adj)
postnatal (M 1300) (but O 1049)
(adj/noun)
postpone (M 1300) (verb)
postponement (M 1300) (noun)
poundbook (noun)
poundkeeper (noun)
powerhead (noun)
powerline (M 1304) (but O 1052)
(noun)
precast (M 1307) (O 1054) (adj/verb)
precautionary (M 1307) (adj)
precondition (M 1308) (noun)
precontract (M 1308) (noun/verb)
precontractual (adj)
predate (M 1309) (but O 1056) (verb)
predecide (verb)
predecided (adj)
predetermine (M 1309) (verb)
prefabricate (M 1310) (verb)
prejudgment (M 1310) (noun)

peer review (M 1231) (noun)
percussion cap (M 1238) (noun)
performance riding (noun)
periodic agreement (noun)
personal identification number (O 1001)
(noun)
personal noise dosimeter (noun)
person in charge (noun)
person in control (noun)
personnel and materials hoist (noun)
pest animal control (noun)
petrochemical process (noun)
photographic equipment (noun)
photographic film (noun)
photographic printing paper (noun)
photo identification document (noun)
photovoltaic panel (noun)
piece goods (M 1260) (noun)
piecework rate (noun)
pinball machine (O 1017) (noun)
pistol club (noun)
pistol grip (M 1269) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

P

P

P

pre-coloured (adj)
pre-conference (adj)
pre-election (M 1309) (adj)
pre-emption (M 1309) (noun)
pre-exist (M 1310) (adj)
pre-hospital (adj)
pre-incapacity (adj)
pre-incorporation (adj)
pre-injury (adj)
pre-Judicature (adj)
pre-learner (adj)
pre-pack (O 1059) (verb)
pre-percussion pistol (noun)
pre-planted (adj)
pre-primary (O 1060) (adj)
pre-release (adj)
pre-referendum (adj)
pre-registration (adj)
pre-revocation (adj)
pre-secondary (adj)
pre-sentence report (M 1313) (noun)
pressure-reducing (adj)

preloaded (adj)
prepacked (M 1312)
prepaid (M 1312) (adj)
prepay (M 1312) (verb)
prepayment (M 1312) (noun)
prerecord (M 1312) (but O 1060) (verb)
prerecorded (adj)
prerelease (M 1312) (noun)
preschool (M 1313) (adj/noun)
printout (M 1320) (verb)
proconsul (M 1323) (noun)

pistol grip firearm (noun)
pistol range (noun)
pistol shooting competition (noun)
pistol slide (noun)
pistol target shooting (noun)
pivot point (noun)
place restriction condition (noun)
planter box (M 1274) (noun)
plastic coated (adj)
plastic moulding (noun)
player account (noun)
player card (noun)
plug tobacco (noun)
point of articulation (noun)
point of ignition (noun)
point of sale (M 1285) (but O 1036)
(noun)
point of sale display (noun)
police vehicle (noun)
polling place (noun)
pool betting competition (noun)
pool betting scheme (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
60

O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Spaced

P

P

P

pressure-test (verb)
print-out (M 1320) (but O 1068) (noun)
privately-owned (adj)
problem-solving (M 1323) (noun)
propeller-driven (adj)
property-tracking (adj)
public-bred agricultural seed (noun)
pull-string (noun)
pump-action (O 1089) (adj)
pump-action shotgun (noun)
pump-up (adj)
purchase-approved provider (noun)
push-button (M 1347) (noun)
pyjama-style overgarment (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

pool chlorine (noun)
pool table (M 1293) (noun)
portable air-powered tool (noun)
portable cot (noun)
portable engine-powered tool (noun)
portable magazine (noun)
portable motorised tool (noun)
portable weighbridge (noun)
portable weighing device (noun)
portal boom crane (noun)
portal frame (M 1296) (noun)
positive locking mechanism (noun)
possessory interest (M 1299) (noun)
possessory lien (noun)
pot holder (noun)
poultry carcase (noun)
poultry piece (noun)
powder coating (noun)
powder puff (M 1304) (noun)
power cable (M 1304) (noun)
power crane (noun)
powered jib (noun)
M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
61

O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Spaced

P

P

P
powered slewing mobile crane (noun)
power failure (noun)
power hoist (noun)
power output (noun)
power shovel (noun)
power steering (M 1305) (noun)
power supply (noun)
power tool (O 1052) (noun)
precast concrete (noun)
precautionary principle (phrase)
precious metal (O 1055) (noun)
prepacked article (noun)
prepacked dressed poultry (noun)
pressing cloth (noun)
pressure gauge (M 1315) (noun)
pressure level (noun)
pressure reducing (adj)
pressure relief valve (noun)
price inflation (noun)
price list (M 1316) (noun)
primary producer (M 1318) (noun)
primary production (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Spaced

P

P

P
primary school (M 1318) (noun)
primary school level (noun)
prime mover (M 1318) (noun)
primer cartridge (noun)
printing device (noun)
private hire car (noun)
process building (noun)
processed cheese (M 1323) (noun)
process flow sheet (noun)
profit and loss statement (M 1325) (noun)
profit à prendre (noun)
projectile toy (noun)
proof of age card (noun)
propellant gunpowder (noun)
propellant powder (noun)
pro rata (M 1331) (adj/adv)
protection device (noun)
protective helmet (noun)
protective rail (noun)
protoplast fusion (noun)
psychiatric surgery (noun)
psychiatric treatment order (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Spaced

P

P

P
psychosocial (O 1085) (adj)
psychosocial factor (noun)
public administration (M 1339) (noun)
public domain (M 1339) (noun)
public servant (M 1339) (noun)
public utility (M 1340) (noun)
public utility vehicle (noun)
pull strings (O 1089) (verb)
pump action (M 1343) (but O 1089)
(noun)
pump gun (M 1343) (noun)
pump station (noun)
pyrotechnic flare (noun)
pyrotechnic substance (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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Q

Q

Q

quick-acting (adj)
quick-action (adj)
quick-connect (adj)

adj = adjective

quad axle group (noun)

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)
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R

rat-harbourage (noun)
rat-proof (adj)
ready-made (M 1379) (adj)
rear-facing (adj)
rear-view mirror (M 1380) (noun)
rear-view screen (noun)
rear-vision mirror (M 1380) (noun)
record-keeping (adj)
reduced-flush (adj)
re-elect (M 1379) (verb)
re-election (M 1379) (noun)
re-employ (M 1379) (verb)
re-employment (M 1379) (noun)
re-enact (M 1391) (verb)
re-enactment (M 1391) (noun)
re-engage (M 1379) (verb)
re-engagement (M 1379) (noun)
re-enrol (verb)
re-enrolment (noun)
re-enter (M 1391) (verb)
re-entry (M 1391) (noun)
re-erect (M 1380) (verb)

racecourse (M 1363) (noun)
rainwater (M 1368) (noun)
ratepayer (M 1374) (noun)
reacquisition (O 1121) (noun)
readjust (M 1378) (verb)
readjustment (M 1378) (noun)
readmission (M 1377) (noun)
readmit (M 1377) (verb)
readout (M 1378) (but O 1128) (noun)
reapplication (M 1377)
reapply (M 1377) (verb)
reappoint (M 1377) (verb)
reappointment (M 1377) (noun)
rearrange (M 1380) (verb)
rearrangement (M 1380) (noun)
rearrest (M 1377) (verb)
reassembly (M 1377) (noun)
reassess (M 1377) (verb)
reassessment (M 1377) (noun)
reassignment (M 1377) (noun)
reattach (M 1377) (verb)
rebroadcast (M 1378) (verb)

race bookmaker (noun)
race bookmaker’s agent (noun)
race bookmaker’s agent licence (noun)
race bookmaking (noun)
race bookmaking licence (noun)
race meeting (M 1363) (noun)
race pinion (noun)
radio transmitter (noun)
rail clamp (noun)
railway fog signal (noun)
railway vehicle (noun)
rail yard (noun)
rear overhang (noun)
rear overhang line (noun)
rear reflector (noun)
receiving house (noun)
reciprocating engine (M 1383) (noun)
reciprocating steam engine (noun)
record book (noun)
record keeper (noun)
record keeping (noun)
recreation area (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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R

re-erection (M 1380) (noun)
re-establish (M 1380) (verb)
re-establishment (M 1380) (noun)
re-examination (M 1391) (noun)
re-examine (M 1391) (verb)
re-execute (verb)
refreshment-room (noun)
regularly-convened (adj)
regulation-making (adj)
regulation-making power (noun)
re-lease (M 1398) (verb)
release-site supervision (noun)
re-mark (M 1399) (noun/verb)
(ie to mark again)
remote-controlled (O 1142) (adj)
re-position (M 1404) (but O 1146) (verb)
re-register (M 1383) (verb)
re-registration (M 1383) (noun)
re-sentence (verb)
re-serve (M 1406) (verb)
re-transfer (verb)
retro-fitting (M 1413) (but O 1156) (noun)

rebuild (M 1378) (noun)
reburial (O 1124) (noun)
reclassification (M 1384) (noun)
reclassify (M 1384) (verb)
reconnect (M 1378) (verb)
recontour (verb)
recredit (verb)
recut (M 1379) (verb)
recyclable (M 1387) (adj)
recycle (M 1387) (verb)
recycled (M 1387) (adj)
redecide (verb)
redeliver (verb)
redelivery (noun)
redetermination (O 1130) (noun)
redetermine (M 1379) (verb)
refinance (M 1392) (verb)
reforge (M 1380) (verb)
regrant (verb)
regroove (verb)
rehear (O 1137) (verb)
rehearing (noun)

recreation facility (noun)
recyclable garbage (noun)
recycling bin (noun)
reference month (noun)
refillable lighter (noun)
refusal of consent marker (noun)
registration label (noun)
regular route service (noun)
reinforced concrete (M 1397) (noun)
relay station (M 1398) (noun)
release site (noun)
remand centre (noun)
remote control (M 1400) (noun)
rent charge (noun)
rent seck (noun)
rent service (noun)
reoffend (O 1143) (verb)
repeater horn (noun)
repeater transmission station (noun)
reply paid (O 1145) (adj)
rescue vehicle (noun)
residential tenancy (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Spaced
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retroviral-helper (noun/adj)
return-to-work (adj)
re-use (M 1414) (verb)
ride-on mower/lawnmower (M 1421)
(noun)
right-hand (M 1423) (adj)
right-handed (M 1423) (adj)
right-handedness (M 1423) (but O 1164)
(noun)
right-hand side (noun)
rim-fire (M 1423)
ring-fence (O 1166) (noun/verb)
ring-fencing (adj)
ripple-free (adj)
road-roller (M 1428) (but O 1168) (noun)
rock-forming (adj)
roof-space (adj)
run-off (adj)
run-off (M 1448) (noun)

reimplant (verb)
reinspection (M 1381) (noun)
reinstate (M 1397) (verb)
reinsurance (M 1397) (noun)
reinsurer (M 1397) (noun)
reintegrate (M 1381) (verb)
reintegration (M 1381) (noun)
reinter (M 1381) (verb)
reinvest (M 1381) (verb)
reinvestment (M 1381) (noun)
reissue (M 1397) (verb/noun)
relet (O 1138) (verb)
relocate (M 1399) (verb)
relocation (M 1399) (noun)
remake (M 1399) (verb)
remeasure (M 1382) (verb)
reoccur (O 1143) (verb)
reoccurrence (O 1143) (noun)
reoffend (O 1143) (verb)
reopen (M 1402) (verb)
repack (M 1383) (verb)
repay (M 11402) (verb)

resin laminate (noun)
restored vehicle (noun)
retirement village (M 1412) (noun)
retractable axle (noun)
return path (noun)
reverse gear (O 1158) (noun)
reversing light (M 1415) (noun)
revolving carbine (noun)
ridge line (noun)
right of way (M 1423) (noun)
right side (O 1164) (noun)
rigid motor vehicle (noun)
rigid truck (M 1223) (noun)
river stone (noun)
river wall (noun)
road grader (noun)
road map (O 1168) (noun)
road plant (M 1428) (noun)
road related area (noun)
road tank vehicle (noun)
road train (M 1428) (noun)
road wheel (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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repayable (M 1402) (adj)
repayment (M 1402) (noun)
repossess (M 1404) (verb)
repossession (M 1404) (noun)
reprocess (M 1405) (verb)
republish (M 1383) (verb)
resale (M 1406) (noun)
rescission (M 1406) (noun) (not recision
for legislation)
reselect (O 1148) (verb)
reselection (O 1148) (noun)
resell (M 1383) (verb)
resentence (verb)
reset (M 1407) (verb)
restart (M 1384) (verb)
resubmission (noun)
resubmit (M 1384) (verb)
resupply (M 1384) (verb)
resurvey (M 1384) (verb)
retrofit (M 1413) (verb)
reusable (M 1799) (adj)
reuse (O 1156) (noun)

roof ridge line (noun)
roof space (noun)
roof tank (noun)
rope groove (noun)
rope guard (noun)
rope guide (noun)
rotary clothes dryer (noun)
rotary motion (noun)
rubber band (M 1443) (noun)
rubber moulding (noun)
running light (M 1448) (noun)
rural industry (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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reverification (noun)
reverify (M 1384) (verb)
revest (M 1384) (verb)
revictimise (verb)
rewrite (M 1415) (verb)
ringbark (M 1424) (verb)
roadblock (M 1428) (noun)
roadway (M 1428) (noun)
roadwork (M 1428) (noun)
runway (M 1449) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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safe-deposit (M 1454) (but O 1190)
(noun/adj)
safe-deposit box (M 1454) (noun)
saucer-type (noun)
school-age (M 1475) (adj)
school-crossing (adj)
school-leaving (adj)
school-leaving age (O 1211) (noun)
school-level (adj)
school-sponsored (adj)
SCH-regulated (adj)
screw-down (adj)
screw-jack (M 1482) (but O 1218) (noun)
screw-on (adj)
screw-on cap (noun)
sea-fishing (adj)
second-class (M 1489) (adj)
second-hand (M 1490) (adj/adv)
self-accelerating (adj)
self-acting (M 1495) (adj)
self-administered (verb)
self-administered (M 1495) (adj)

safeguard (M 1454) (noun)
safekeeping (M 1455) (but O 1134)
(noun)
saleyard (M 1458) (noun)
sandpit (M 1463) (noun)
sawbench (M 1469) (noun)
sawdust (M 1469) (noun)
schoolteacher (M 1476) (noun)
seagoing (M 1486) (adj)
searchlight (M 1487) (noun)
seatbelt (M 1488) (noun)
seawall (M 1488) (noun)
secondmentioned (adj)
seesaw (M 1493) (but O 1227) (noun)
selfdevelopment (M 1495) (but O 1496)
(noun)
selfrepresentation (M 1497) (noun)
semiautomatic (M 1498) (but O 1233)
(adj/noun)
semicircle (M 1498) (noun)
semiconductive (adj)
semidetached (M 1499) (adj/noun)

safe custody (noun)
safe handling (noun)
safe injecting (adj)
safe practice requirement (noun)
safety bell (noun)
safety belt (M 1455) (noun)
safety cord (noun)
safety cartridge (noun)
safety cartridge case (noun)
safety data sheet (noun)
safety device (noun)
safety fuse (M 1455) (noun)
safety management system (noun)
safety mesh (noun)
safety net (M 1455) (noun)
safety razor (M 1455) (noun)
safety relief device (noun)
safety risk (noun)
safety screen (noun)
safety strap (noun)
safety tube (noun)
safety valve (M 1455) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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self-administering (M 1495) (adj)
self-administration (noun)
self-aligning (M 1495) (adj)
self-auditing (adj)
self-care (noun)
self-climbing hoist (noun)
self-closing (M 1495) (adj)
self-confidence (M 1495) (noun)
self-contained (M 1495) (adj)
self-contained breathing apparatus (noun)
self-control (M 1495) (noun)
self-damaging (adj)
self-defence (M 1495) (noun)
self-employed (M 1496) (adj)
self-employment (M 1496) (noun)
self-esteem (M 1496) (noun)
self-evident (M 1496) (adj)
self-evidently (M 1496) (adv)
self-extinguishing (adj)
self-funding (adj)
self-government (M 1496) (noun)
self-harm (noun)

semifinished (M 1498) (but O 1234) (adj)
semirigid (M 1499) (but O 1234) (adj)
semisolid (M 1499) (but O 1234) (adj)
semisynthetic (M 1499) (but O 1234)
(adj)
semitrailer (M 1499) (noun)
semitransparent (M 1499) (but O 1234)
(adj)
setback (M 1507) (noun)
sharefarming (M 1514) (noun)
shearlegs (M 1515) (noun)
shellfish (M 1517) (noun)
shiftwork (M 1519) (noun)
shiftworker (M 1519) (noun)
shipowner (M 1520) (noun)
shopfront (M 1523) (noun/adj)
shorthand (M 1524) (noun)
shotgun (M 1525) (noun/adj)
showjumping (M 1527) (noun)
sidecar (M 1530) (noun)
sidewall (M 1531) (noun)
sightseeing (M 1532) (noun)

salute shell (noun)
sanitary fluid (noun)
sanitary powder (noun)
sans serif (M 1464) (noun)
sap glove (noun)
satellite dish (M 1466) (noun)
saw mounting (noun)
scaffolding hoist (noun)
school age (M 1475) (noun)
school bag (noun)
school crossing (noun)
school zone (noun)
screen wall (noun)
screw thread (M 1482) (noun)
sea bank (M 1485) (noun)
sealing wax (M 1487) (noun)
seasonal vehicle (noun)
seat cover (noun)
seatbelt anchorage point (noun)
seatbelt pretensioner (noun)
seating plane (noun)
seating position (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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self-help (M 1496) (noun)
self-incriminating (M 1496) (adj)
self-incrimination (M 149) (noun)
self-induced (M 1496) (adj)
self-inflicted (M 1496) (adj)
self-insurance (M 1496) (noun)
self-insurer (noun)
self-loading (M 1496) (adj)
self-locking (M 1496) (adj)
self-lubricating (M 1496) (adj)
self-neutralising (adj)
self-propelled (M 1497) (adj)
self-propelled crawler (noun)
self-propelled elevating work platform
(noun)
self-regulation (M 1497) (noun)
self-reliance (O 1497) (noun)
self-resetting (adj)
self-respect (M 1497) (noun)
self-service (M 1497) (adj/noun)
self-service fuel dispensing unit (noun)
self-sufficient (M 1497) (adj)

skidboard (M 1542) (noun)
skylight (M 1545) (noun)
smallgoods (M 1553) (noun)
smoothbore (M 1556) (but O 1288)
(adj)
socioeconomic (M 1563) (but O 1294)
(adj)
softwood (M 1565) (noun)
somebody (M 1569) (pronoun)
someone (M 1569) (pronoun)
something (M 1569) (pronoun)
sometime (M 1569) (adv)
sometimes (M 1569) (adv)
soundtrack (M 1573) (noun)
sparkproof (adj)
spotlight (M 1594) (noun)
springboard (M 1596) (noun)
stairway (M 1603) (noun)
stairwell (M 1603) (noun)
steampipe (M 1612) (noun)
steeplechase (M 1612) (noun)
stenotype (adj)

secondary college (M 1489) (noun)
secondary college level (noun)
second class (M 1489) (noun)
second hand (M 1490) (noun)
security container (noun)
security garage door (noun)
security grille (noun)
security holder (noun)
security interest (noun)
sediment retention dam (noun)
semiautomatic shotgun (noun)
semi-portal crane (noun)
septic system (M 1503) (noun)
septic tank (M 1503) (noun)
septic tank installation (noun)
serial hoist (noun)
serial number (M 1504) (noun)
service brake (noun)
service station (M 1506) (noun)
set back (M 1507) (verb)
set up (M 1508) (verb)
sewerage network (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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self-supporting (M 1497) (adj)
self-sustaining (M 1497) (adj)
self-test (noun)
self-testing (M 1497) (adj)
semi-fitted (O 1234) (adj)
semi-government (adj)
semi-government authority (M 1499)
(noun)
sergeant-at-arms (M 1504) (noun)
set-down area (noun)
set-off (M 1507) (noun)
set-up (M 1508) (noun/adj)
short-circuit (adj)
short-circuit (M 1524) (verb)
short-term (M 1525) (adj)
short-term dealer (noun)
short-term dealing (noun)
short-term money market (M 1525)
(noun)
shot-firer (O 1258) (noun)
shot-firer licence (noun)
show-cause (adj)

stenotype (M 1614) (noun)
stepbrother (M 1614) (noun)
stepchild (M 1614) (noun)
stepdaughter (M 1614) (noun)
stepfather (M 1614) (noun)
stepladder (M 1614) (noun)
stepmother (M 1614) (noun)
stepsister (M 1614) (noun)
stepson (M 1614) (noun)
sternpost (M 1615) (noun)
stillbirth (M 1618) (noun)
stillborn (M 1618) (adj)
stockyard (M 1621) (noun)
stopcock (M 1623) (noun)
storeroom (M 1624) (noun)
stormwater (M 1624) (noun)
streetlight (M 1629) (but O 1350)
(noun)
streetscape (M 1629) (noun)
subattorney (noun)
subcategory (M 1638) (noun)
subcommittee (M 1639) (noun)

shade blind (noun)
shaving brush (noun)
sheave block (noun)
sheave pin (noun)
sheet form (adj)
sheet glass (noun)
shelf life (M 1517) (noun)
shipbuilding crane (noun)
ship chandler (M 1520) (noun)
shock absorber (M 1522) (noun)
shoe holder (noun)
shooting club (noun)
shooting gallery (M 1523) (noun)
shooting range (O 1556) (noun)
shopgoods fireworks (noun)
short circuit (M 1524) (noun)
short form (adj)
short form notice (noun)
short measure (O 1257) (noun)
short term (noun)
shotgun cloning (noun)
show cause (O 1259) (verb/noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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shut-off (adj)
shut-off (O 1262) (noun)
side-facing (adj)
side-handled baton (noun)
signed-in (adj)
single-application (adj)
single-coloured (adj)
single-deck bus (noun)
single-decker (M 1537) (noun)
single-phase (M 1537) (adj)
single-serve (adj)
single-sided (noun/adj)
single-stake (adj)
single-stake machine (noun)
single-use (adj)
single-user (adj)
sister-in-law (M 1539) (noun)
skid-steer (adj)
sleeping-bag (M 1547) (noun)
sleeping-room (noun)
sleep-out (M 1547) (but O 1280) (noun)
slow-burning (M 1547) (adj)

subcontract (M 1639) (verb)
subcontractor (M 1639) (noun)
subcustodian (noun)
subdelegate (verb/noun)
subdelegation (noun)
subdivide (M 1639) (verb)
subdivision (M 1639) (noun)
subfloor (O 1359) (noun)
sublease (M 1640) (noun/verb)
sublessee (M 1640) (noun)
sublessor (M 1640) (noun)
sublet (M 1640) (verb)
sublieutenant (M 1640) (but O 1359)
(noun)
submultiple (M 1641) (noun)
subparagraph (noun)
subsection (M 1641) (noun/verb)
subset (M 1642) (noun)
subsoil (adj)
subsoil (M 1642) (noun)
subspecies (M 1642) (noun)
substation (M 1642) (noun)

shower curtain (noun)
shut down (M 1528) (verb)
shut off (M 1528) (verb)
side effect (M 1530) (noun)
side marker light (noun)
side reflector (noun)
signalling device (noun)
signal tube (noun)
silencing device (noun)
single action pistol (noun)
single axle group (noun)
single rate (noun)
sinking shaft (noun)
site plan (noun)
ski run (M 1544) (noun)
skid plate (noun)
skirting board (M 1544) (noun)
skull breaker crane (noun)
slewing and luffing (noun)
slewing mobile crane (noun)
slide fastener (M 1548) (noun)
sliding bolt (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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small-bore (O 1285) (adj)
small-scale (M 1553) (adj)
smoke-free (O 1555) (adj)
snake-like (adj)
solution-focused (adj)
son-in-law (M 1570) (noun)
sound-recording (adj)
sound-recording apparatus (noun)
spark-ignition engine (noun)
spark-resisting (adj)
speed-changing device (noun)
spindle-type (adj)
spray-gun (M 1595) (noun)
spring-loaded (M 1596) (adj)
spring-operated (adj)
stand-alone (M 1605) (adj)
stand-by (adj)
stand-by (M 1605) (noun/phrase)
stand-by taxi (noun)
statute-bar (verb/noun)
steam-boiler (M 1612) (but O 1336)
(noun)

subsurface (O 1365)
subtenant (M 1643) (noun)
subtotal (M 1643) (noun/verb)
sunblind (M 1649) (noun)
sunglasses (M 1650) (noun)
superheat (M 1652) (noun/verb)
superheater (M 1652) (noun)
superimposition (M 1652) (noun)
superinfecting (adj)
switchboard (M 1666) (noun)
switchbox (M 1666) (noun)
switchgear (M 1666) (noun)

sloping platform (noun)
slot machine (M 1551) (noun)
smoke door (noun)
smoking prohibited symbol (noun)
sneeze guard (noun)
soap flakes (M 1561) (noun)
soap powder (M 1561) (noun)
soap tablets (noun)
soccer football pool (noun)
social impact statement (noun)
socket connection (noun)
socket outlet (M 1563) (noun)
soft body armour (noun)
soil pipe (M 1563) (noun)
solar water heater (noun)
solenoid brake (noun)
solid fuel-burning equipment (noun)
sound equipment (noun)
sound pressure level (noun)
sour cream (M 1574) (noun)
space heater (M 1574)
space helmet (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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steel-jawed trap (noun)
step-parent (M 1614) (noun)
stiff-leg derrick crane (noun)
stock-in-trade (M 11620) (noun)
straight-grained (adj)
strain-hardened (M 1626) (adj)
strut-boom crane (noun)
sub-clause (O 1358) (noun)
sub-commissioner (O 1358) (noun)
sub-foreman (noun)
sub-forewoman (noun)
sub-safe (noun)
sub-sample (noun)
sub-subparagraph (noun)
sub-unit (M 1643) (but O 1362) (noun)
super-box (noun)
syrup-pump (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

space movement detector (noun)
spa pool (M 1578) (noun)
spa pump (noun)
spark arrestor (noun)
spear gun (M 1580) (but O 1308) (noun)
special numberplate (noun)
spectacles making (noun)
speech diaphragm (noun)
speed limit (M 1583) (noun)
speed rating (noun)
sphagnum moss (M 1585) (noun)
spinal carriage (noun)
spit trap (noun)
split pin (M 1591) (but O 1377) (noun)
sporting and recreational goods (noun)
sporting gloves (noun)
sporting oval (noun)
sports bookmaker’s agent licence (noun)
sports bookmaking (noun)
sports bookmaking licence (noun)
spring brake (noun)
spring steel (noun)
M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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spur cap (noun)
squamous cell carcinoma (M 1598) (noun)
stainless steel (adj)
stainless steel (M 1603) (noun)
stand by (M 1605) (verb)
starting pistol (O 1333) (noun)
starting pistol cap (noun)
static line (O 1334) (noun)
station agent (M 1609) (noun)
station wagon (M 1610) (noun)
statutory office-holder (noun)
steam engine (M 1612) (noun)
steam outlet pipe (noun)
steam pressure gauge (noun)
steam turbine (M 1612) (noun)
steel chain (noun)
steel sheeting (noun)
steerable axle (noun)
steering arm (noun)
steering knuckle support (noun)
steering pivot point (noun)
steering wheel (M 1613) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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stock agent (M 1620) (noun)
stock and station agent (M 1620) (noun)
stock exchange (M 1620) (noun)
stock number (noun)
stock truck (noun)
stock water supply (noun)
stopping place (noun)
stop valve (O 1345) (noun)
storage heater (M 1624) (noun)
storage water heater (noun)
stormwater system (noun)
stream flow (noun)
street flusher (noun)
street furniture (M 1629) (noun)
street sign (noun)
street vending vehicle (noun)
string of crackers (noun)
stub axle (M 1635) (noun)
stubble field (noun)
student identification card (noun)
subject matter (M 1640) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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submachine gun (M 1640) (but O 1360)
(noun)
suction pipe (noun)
superficial measurement (noun)
supervised injecting (adj)
support platform (noun)
surface water (noun)
suspension isolating device (noun)
suspension system (noun)
swimming aid (noun)
swimming pool (M 1665) (noun)
swimming vest (noun)
swinging stage (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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tag-out (noun)
tail-light (M 1678) (but O 1391) (noun)
take-off (M 1679) (noun)
take-off pump (noun)
take-up (M 1680) (noun)
tap-plug (noun)
tax-sharing (adj)
tax-sharing agreement (noun)
territory-owned (adj)
territory-wide (adj)
third-party (O 1421) (adj)
third-party access (noun)
third-party certification (noun)
third-party claim (noun)
third-party insurance (M 1712) (noun)
third-party motor vehicle insurance (noun)
third-party procedure (noun)
three-phase (M 1716) (adj)
three-point (adj)
three-point turn (M 1716) (noun)
three-wheel (adj)

tablecloth (M 1675) (noun)
tailboard (M 1678) (noun)
tanbark (M 1682) (noun)
taximeter (M 1689) (noun)
teapot (M 1691) (noun)
teleconference (M 1693) (noun)
teleconferencing (M 1693) (noun)
terracotta (M 1701) (noun)
thunderstorm (M 1719) (noun)
toeprint (noun)
toothpaste (M 1735) (noun)
tortfeasor (M 1738) (noun)
touchpaper (M 1740) (noun)
towline (M 1741) (noun)
tramway (M 1747) (noun)
tranship (M 1749) (verb)
transhipment (M 1749) (noun)
transsexual (M 1748) (noun)
transsexuality (O 1453) (noun)
trapdoor (M 1751) (noun)
turnbuckle (M 1773) (noun)

table linen (M 1675) (noun)
table napkin (M 1675) (noun)
take back (O 1392) (noun)
take back (M 1679) (verb)
take up (M 1679) (verb)
tandem axle group (noun)
tandem bicycle (noun)
tandem driven axle group (noun)
tape recording (M 1685) (noun)
taper pin (noun)
tar boiler (noun)
tare bar (noun)
tare mass (noun)
tare mass book (noun)
target pistol shoot (noun)
target pistol shooter (noun)
target shooting (noun)
target shooting competition (noun)
task force (M 1687) (noun)
tea towel (M 1691) (noun)
telephone service (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
81

O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)

1

Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

T

T

T

three-wheel car (noun)
thrust-bearing (adj)
thrust-blocked (adj)
thumb-break (adj)
thumb-break safety strap (noun)
ticket-issuing machine (noun)
tight-fitting (O 1429) (adj)
timber-getting (M 1723) (noun)
time-barred (adj)
time-out (M 1724) (noun)
time-weighted (adj)
toe-guard (noun)
top-primed (adj)
tow-away (adj)
toxin-producing (adj)
track-rail level (noun)
traction-drive (adj)
tractor-harvester-cutting head trailer
combination (noun)
trade-in (M 1744) (adj/noun)
tray-top (O 1455) (noun)
tree-bark (noun)

turntable (M 1774) (noun)
typeface (M 1779) (noun)
typestyle (noun)

telescoping boom (noun)
television receiver (noun)
television transmitter (noun)
tenant in common (M 1679) (noun)
terry toweling (M 1702) (noun)
therapeutic goods (noun)
thermal oxidation (noun)
third party (M 1712) (noun)
third person (M 1713) (noun)
through bolt (noun)
throwing disc (noun)
thrust block (O 1425) (noun)
tie bar (noun)
tilt slab (noun)
timber yard (M 1723) (noun)
time cycle (noun)
time frame (M 1724) (noun)
time limit (M 1724) (noun)
title deed (M 1728) (noun)
tool kit (M 1735) (noun)
tour and charter service (noun)
tow bar (M 1741) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

T

T

T

tree-felling (noun)
truck-mounted (adj)
truck-mounted plant (noun)
T-shirt (M 1767) (noun)
two-pack paint (noun)
two-stroke (M 1778) (adj)
two-stroke combustion cycle (noun)
two-way (M 1778) (adj)
two-wheel drive (adj)
tyre-gauge (O 1479) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

tow coupling (noun)
tow coupling overhang (noun)
tower crane (M 1741) (noun)
tower hoist (noun)
town house (M 1742) (noun)
tow truck (M 1742) (noun)
toy boat (noun)
track rail (noun)
track wheel (noun)
traction engine (M 1744) (noun)
trade in (M 1744) (verb)
trade journal (M 1744) (noun)
trade name (M 1744) (noun)
trade union (M 1745) (noun)
trade waste (noun)
trailer braking system (noun)
trailer coupling (noun)
tranquilliser firearm (noun)
transmission casing (noun)
transmission control position (noun)
transmission gear ratio (noun)
transmission line (M 1750) (noun)
M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

T

T

T
trash and treasure market (noun)
travel bag (noun)
travelling salesperson (M 1752) (noun)
traversing carnage (noun)
tri axle group (noun)
trigger guard (noun)
trigger lock (noun)
trigger mechanism (noun)
trolley wire (M 1766) (noun)
trunk line (M 1774) (noun)
tuck pointer (noun)
turn off (M 1515) (verb)
turn signal (noun)
turntable assembly (noun)
twinsteer axle group (noun)
tyre inflation system (noun)
tyre pressure gauge (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

U

U

U

u-clip (noun)
uncle-in-law (noun)
under-age (M 1789) (adj)
under-lease (M 1791) (but O 1489) (noun)
under-lessee (M 1791) (noun)
under-lessor (M 1791) (noun)
un-ionised (O 1496) (adj)
union-management (adj)
upper-case (M 1811) (adj)
up-to-date (M 1812) (adj)

underage (M 1789) (but O 1488) (noun)
undercarriage (M 1789) (noun)
underground (M 1790) (adv/adj)
underlet (M 1791) (verb)
underlever (adj)
undersexed (adj)
underside (M 1792) (noun)
underwork (O 1491) (noun)
ungrounded (O 1494) (adj)
unleaded (M 1802) (adj)
urethral (M 1883) (adj)

unit trust (M 1800) (noun)
unit trust scheme (noun)
unleaded petrol (M 1802) (noun)
unleaded petrol motor vehicle (noun)
upper case (M 1811) (noun)
up to date (M 1812) (predicate)
urethral catheterisation (noun)
utility service (noun)
utility truck (M 1815) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

V

V

V

vacuum-assisted (adj)
vacuum-assisted brake (noun)
vacuum-operated (adj)
vacuum-operated brake (noun)
vapour-tight (adj)
vector-pollinated (verb/adj)
vehicle-loading crane (noun)
velcro-type fastener (noun)
vice-admiral (M 1883) (but O 1528)
(noun)
vice-consul (M 1883) (noun)
vice-president (M 1883) (noun)

videoconferencing (M 1835) (noun)
videodisc (M 1835) (noun)
videorecord (M 1835) (verb)
videotape (M 1835) (noun/verb)

vacuum brake (M 1817) (noun)
vacuum pump (M 1817) (noun)
vacuum reservoir (noun)
vacuum storage tank (noun)
valve assembly (noun)
varicella-zoster immunoglobulin (noun)
vehicle defect notice (noun)
vehicle inspection station (noun)
vehicle jack (noun)
vehicle monitoring device (noun)
vehicle numberplate (noun)
vehicle registration authority (noun)
ventilation flue (noun)
ventilation shaft (noun)
vent pipe (noun)
verification scale interval (noun)
vermin control (noun)
veteran vehicle (noun)
video cassette (M 1834) (noun)
video conference (M 1834) (noun)
video link (noun)
video recording (M 1835) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

V

V

V
vintage car (O 1531) (noun)
vintage vehicle (noun)
visual display unit (M 1841) (noun)
visual summing indicator (noun)
voting paper (M 1846) (noun)
voting paper envelope (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

W

W

W

walking-cane (noun)
walking-stick (M 1853) (but O 1543)
(noun)
wall-hanging (M 1853) (but O 1543)
(noun)
warehouse-keeper’s certificate (noun)
warrant-issuer (noun)
waste-generating (adj)
watch-house (M 1861) (noun)
water-activated (adj)
water-based (O 1549) (adj)
water-saving (adj)
water-saving product (noun)
water-service (adj)
water-soluble (O 1550) (adj)
water-supply (adj)
water-use (adj)
water-use product (noun)
weather-resistant (adj)
web-hosting (adj)
web-shearing (adj)
weigh-in (adj)

warlike (M 1857) (adj)
washbag (O 1548) (noun)
washbasin (M 1859) (noun)
washhouse (M 1859) (noun)
washroom (M 1860) (noun)
wastepipe (M 1860) (but O 1549) (noun)
wastewater (noun)
waterborne (M 1861) (but O 1550) (adj)
watercourse (M 1862) (noun)
watercraft (M 1862) (noun)
watergel (adj)
waterline (M 1862) (noun)
waterpaint (M 1863) (noun)
waterproof (M 1863) (adj/verb)
waterski (M 1863) (noun)
waterskiing (M 1863) (verb)
watertable (M 1864) (but O 1550) (noun)
watertable assessment (noun)
watertight (O 1551) (adj)
waterway (O 1551) (noun)
waterwheel (O 1551) (noun)
waybill (M 1866) (noun)

wait and see (O 1542) (phrase)
wall stud (noun)
wall vent (noun)
war souvenir (noun)
war theatre (noun)
wash box (noun)
washing machine (M 1859) (noun)
washing soda (M 1859) (noun)
waste reduction (noun/adj)
water appliance (noun)
water channel (noun)
water closet (M 1861) (noun)
water filter (noun)
water flow rate (noun)
water gauge (M 1862) (noun)
water heater (O 1550) (noun)
water ice (M 1862) (noun)
watering hole (M 1862) (noun)
water level (M 1862) (noun)
water main (M 1862) (noun)
water network (noun)
water power (M 1863) (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

W

W

W

weigh-in (M 1870) (noun)
well-balanced (M 1872) (adj)
well-developed (M 1872) (adj)
well-formed (M 1872) (adj)
well-informed (M 1872) (adj)
well-made (M 1872) (adj)
well-seasoned (M 1873) (adj)
well-sprung (adj)
well-ventilated (M 1873) (adj)
wheelchair-dependent person
wheel-rim callipers (noun)
whole-of-government (adj)
whole-of-life (adj)
whole-of-year (adj)
wholly-owned (adj)
wind-drift (noun)
winding-back (noun/adj)
winding-up (M 1892) (noun/adj)
window-space (noun)
wind-pollinate (verb)
wind-pollinated (adj)
windscreen-washer (noun)

weatherproof (M 1868) (adj/verb)
webpage (M 1869) (noun)
website (M 1869) (noun)
weighbridge (M 1870) (noun)
wellbeing (M 1872) (but O 1558) (noun)
wetlands (M 1876) (noun)
wheelbase (M 1878) (noun)
wheelchair (M 1878) (noun)
wheelguard (noun)
whitegoods (M 1883) (but O 1565) (noun)
windscreen (M 1893) (noun)
woodlot (noun)
woodworking (M 1902) (noun/adj)
workplace (M 1906) (noun)
workroom (M 1906) (noun)
workshop (M 1906) (noun)
workstation (M 1906) (noun)

water pressure (noun)
water service (noun)
water service outlet (noun)
water supply (M 1864) (noun)
water supply channel (noun)
water supply pipework (noun)
water supply plumbing work (noun)
water supply system (noun)
water system (noun)
water tank (noun)
wedding car (noun)
weigh in (M 1870) (verb)
weighing device (noun)
weighing station (noun)
wheel brake (noun)
wheel chock (noun)
wheeled lounge (noun)
wheeled machine (noun)
wheel end (adj)
wheel hub (noun)
wheel nut (noun)
wheel race (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

W

W

W

windscreen-wiper (M 1893) (noun)
wind-up (M 1893) (noun)
wire-covered (adj)
wire-gauze (adj)
wire-rope (adj)
within-named (adj)
write-off (M 1910) (noun)
written-off (adj)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

wheel rim (noun)
wheel stud (noun)
wheel stud hole (noun)
wheel track (noun)
whole blood (noun/adj)
whooping cough (M 1886) (noun)
wide profile tyre (noun)
wind back (verb)
wind deflector (noun)
wind load (noun)
window blind (noun)
window covering (noun)
window curtain (noun)
window frame (O 1572) (noun)
windscreen glazing (noun)
wind up (M 1891) (verb)
wire gauze (M 1896) (noun)
wire netting (M 1896) (noun)
wire rope (M 1896) (noun)
wool carbonising (adj)
wool scour (O 1580) (noun)
wool scouring (adj)
M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

W

W

W
work environment (noun)
work group (noun)
working cycle (noun)
working day (M 1905) (noun)
working load (noun)
workstation layout (noun)
wound up (verb)
write off (M 1910) (verb)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

X

X

X

Y

Y

Y

Z

Z

Z

x-ray (M 1914) (noun/verb)

zero resetting device (noun)
zygote implantation (noun)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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Words hyphenated, set solid and spaced

Hyphenated

Set solid

Spaced

Other

Other

Other

1-day (adj)
1-way (adj)
2-axle (adj)
2-member (adj)
2-wheeled (adj)
3-member (adj)
3-monthly (adj)
3-pronged (adj)
3-pronged approach (noun)
3-wheeled (adj)
5-lever (adj)
5-year (adj)
5-second period (adj)
15-week period (adj)

adj = adjective

0.22 inch calibre pistol
5.6mm calibre pistol
20m double combination
50mm kingpin
70mm kingpin
90mm kingpin

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
93

O = Aust Oxford Dictionary (3rd ed)

2

Italicising foreign words and phrases
Italics

Non-italics

A

A

ad litem
amiable compositeur
audita querela

ab inito (M 3)
ad valorem (M 22)

B

B

bona fide (M 191)

bona vacantia

C

C

capias
certiorari (M 285)
cestui que trust (M 286)

capias ad respondendum
capias ad satisfaciendum

D

distringas
distringas nupe vice comitem

E

en ventre sa merè
ex aequo et bono

de facto (M 443)
de novo (M 451)
duces tecum (M 515)

E

en masse (M 554)
ex officio (M 581)
ex parte (M 582)

I

in futuro
in specie
in transitu

adj = adjective

D

F

fieri-facias (M 616)

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
94

I

in camera (M 844)
in loco parentis (M 861)
in situ (M 864)
inter vivos (M 874)
in vitro (M 878)

J

jurat (M 906)

M

mandamus (M 1016)
mutatis mutandis (M 1103)

N

nisi (M 971)
nolle prosequi (M 1134)

P

post-mortem (M 1300)
praecipe (M 1305)
prima facie (M 1318)
pro rata (M 1331)

O = Aust Oxford Dictionary ( 3rd ed)

2

Italicising foreign words and phrases
Italics

Non-italics

P

H

habeas corpus (M 751)

pendente lite
per stirpes
profit à prendre
pur autre vie

S

sans serif (M 1464)
subpoena (M 1641)
sui juris (M 1646)

Q
quo warranto
S
sepi corpus
V
venditioni exponas

NOTE:

All genus names are italicised.

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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3

Spelling of words with alternative spellings

A

E

abridgment [not abridgement] (M 5)
acknowledgment [not acknowledgement] (M 11)
apologise [not apologize] (M 62)
appendixes [not appendices] (M 63)
atomisation [not atomization] (M 83)
authorise [not authorize] (M 91)

endorse [not indorse] (M 470 but see M 725)
energise [not energize] (M 471)
extendible [not extendable] (M 498)

B
benefited (not benefitted) (M 132)

C
cognisance [not cognizance] (M 288)
colour [not color] (M 293)
cooperate [not co-operate] (M 322)
cooperation [not co-operation] (M 322)
cooperative [not co-operative] (M 322)
crematoria [not crematoriums]

F
fertilisation [not fertilization] (M 521)
fertiliser [not fertilizer] (M 521)
fixed deposit [not fixed term deposit] (M 534)
flotation [not floatation] (M 543)
focused [not focussed] (M 547)
fetal [not foetal] (M 521, 547)
fetus [not foetus] (M 522, 548)
fog light [not fog lamp] (but see M 548)
forums [not fora] (M 557)

G
galvanised [not galvanized] (M 581)

D

I

dispatch [not despatch] (M 412)

incumbrance [not encumbrance] (M 721)
inure [not enure] (M 745)
ionise [not ionize] (M 748)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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3

Spelling of words with alternative spellings

J

R

jail [not gaol] (M 758)
judgment [not judgement] (M 769)

rateable [not ratable] (M 1177)
realisation [not realization] (M 1181)
realise [not realize] (M 1181)
recognisance [not recognizance] (M 1184)
regularise [not regularize] (M 1194)

L
lodgment [not lodgement] (M 840)

M

S

memorandums [not memoranda] (M 894)
money [not moneys or monies] (M 923)

safe-deposit [not safety-deposit] (M 1246)
stabilise [not stabilize] (M 1371)
station wagon [not station waggon] (M 1378)

N

T

naturalise [not naturalize] (M 955)
non-explosive [not inexplosive] (M 975)
organise [not organize] (M 1011)

totalisator [not totalizer] (M 1487)
trafficable [not traffickable] (M 1492)
transsexual [not transexual] (M 1494)

P

U

prepacked [not prepackaged] (M 1124; see also O 1019)
program [not programme] (M 1136)
pulverise [not pulverize] (M 1150)

unstabilised [not unstabilized]
utilise [not utilize] (M 1552)

O

V
vapour [not vapor] (M 1558)

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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4

Abbreviations and contractions
divs

A
AC
ACT
am
app
art

[for alternating current]
[for Australian Capital Territory]
[for time, eg 7 am]
[for appendix]
[for article]

[for divisions: but, if possible, use div 6.1 and
div 6.2 etc]

E
8th
eg
etc

[for eighth]
[for example]
[for et cetera]

F

C
ch
chs
cl
cls
col
Cwlth

[for chapter]
[for chapters: but, if possible, use ch 1 and ch 2
or ch 1, ch 2 and ch 3 etc]
[for clause]
[for clauses: but, if possible, use cl 1 and cl 2 etc]
[for column]
[for Commonwealth]

D

1st
4th
5th

I
ie

[for direct current]
[for definition]
[for definitions: but, if possible, use def x and def y]
[for dictionary]
[for division]

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

[for that is]

L
Ltd

DC
def
defs
dict
div

[for first]
[for fourth]
[for fifth]

[for Limited]

M
mod

[for modification]

N
9th
n

[for ninth]
[for note]

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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4

Abbreviations and contractions

nn
No
Nos
NSW

[for notes: but, if possible, use n 1 and n 2 etc]
[for number]
[for numbers]
[for New South Wales]

R

[for order]
[for orders: but, if possible, use o 1 and o 2 etc]

2nd
6th
7th
s
sch
schs
sdiv
sdivs

O
o
oo

P
par
pars
p
pm
pp
pt
pts
Pty Ltd

[for paragraph/subparagraph]
[for paragraphs/subparagraphs: but, if possible, use
par (a) and par (b)]
[for page]
[for time, eg 7 pm]
[for pages]
[for part]
[for parts: but, if possible, use pt 1 and pt 2 etc]
[for Proprietary Limited]

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

r
rr

[for rule/subrule, eg r 9 (5) (c) or r (2) (b)]
[for rules/subrules: but, if possible, use r 1 and r 2 etc]

S

ss

[for second]
[for sixth]
[for seventh]
[for section/subsection, eg s 10 (5) (a) or s (3) (a)]
[for schedule]
[for schedules: but, if possible, use sch 1 and sch 2 etc]
[for subdivision]
[for subdivisions: but, if possible, use sdiv 6.1.1 and
sdiv 6.1.2 etc]
[for sections/subsections: but, if possible, use s 1 and
s 2 etc]

T
3rd
10th

[for third]
[for tenth]

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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5

Symbols

[for ampere(s)]

kV
kW
kWh
kW/t

[for centimetre(s), eg 80cm]

L

A
A

C
cm

L

G
g
GWh

[for gram(s)]
[for gigawatt hour]

H
ha
Hz

[for hectare(s)]
[for hertz]

J
J

[for joule(s)]

K
kg
kg/m3
km
km/h
kPa

[for kilogram(s), eg 3kg]
[for kilogram(s) per cubic metre]
[for kilometre(s)]
[for kilometre(s) per hour]
[for kilopascal(s)]

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

[for kilovolt(s)]
[for kilowatt(s)]
[for kilowatt hour(s), eg 10kWh]
[for kilowatt(s) per tonne]
[for litre(s)]

M
m
m2
m3
mg
MJ/h
mL
min
mm
MPa
m/s
m/s2
mW
MW
MWh

[for metre(s), eg 3m]
[for square metre(s)]
[for cubic metre(s)]
[for milligram(s)]
[for megajoules per hour]
[for millilitre(s)]
[for minute(s)]
[for millimetre(s)]
[for megapascal]
[for metre(s) per second]
[for metre(s) per second squared]
[for milliwatt(s)]
[for megawatt(s)]
[for megawatt hour(s), eg 1MWh]

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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5

Symbols

N

W

N

[for newton(s)]

P

W

[for watt(s)]

Other

Pa
ppm

[for pascal(s)]
[for parts per million]

T
t

[for tonne(s), eg 100t]

U
µm

°
°C
$
'
%
"

[for degree(s), eg 90°]
[for degrees Celsius, eg 10 °C]
[for dollar(s)], eg $12.00]
[for minute(s) (angle, not time)]
[for per cent, eg 100%]
[for second(s) (angle, not time)]

[for micrometre(s), eg 100µm]
(the µ symbol is entered as ‘alt+0181’)

V
V

[for volt(s)]

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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6

Measurement
Style Manual (6th ed), pp 178–186
National Measurement Regulations 1999 (Cwlth), esp pt 2, pt 10, sch 1, sch 3, sch 11

adj = adjective

adv = adverb

M = Macquarie Dictionary (5th ed)
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